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Abstract 
 

Recent empirical studies about the neurological executive nature of reading in bilinguals differ in their 

evaluations of the degree of selective manifestation in lexical access as implicated by data from early and late 

reading measures in the eye-tracking paradigm. Currently two scenarios are plausible: (1) Lexical access in 

reading is fundamentally language non-selective and top-down effects from semantic context can influence the 

degree of selectivity in lexical access; (2) Cross-lingual lexical activation is actuated via bottom-up processes 

without being affected by top-down effects from sentence context. In an attempt to test these hypotheses 

empirically, this study analyzed reader-text events arising when cognate facilitation and semantic constraint 

interact in a 22 factorially designed experiment tracking the eye movements of 26 Swedish-English bilinguals 

reading in their L2. Stimulus conditions consisted of high- and low-constraint sentences embedded with either a 

cognate or a non-cognate control word. The results showed clear signs of cognate facilitation in both early and 

late reading measures and in either sentence conditions. This evidence in favour of the non-selective hypothesis 

indicates that the manifestation of non-selective lexical access in reading is not constrained by top-down effects 

from semantic context. 
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Sammanfattning 
 

Dagens eye-trackingstudier över de neurologiska processer som styr läsning i tvåspråkiga är oeniga om graden 

av icke-selektiv aktivation som infinner sig inuti den tvåspråkiges mentala lexikon enligt kvantitativa data på 

tidiga och sena åtkomstsstadier. Två olika förhållningssätt till frågan finns: (1) Lexikal åtkomst är fundamentalt 

sett icke-selektiv, men top-down effekter från semantisk kontext kan influera den grad av selektiv åtkomst som 

påträffas i mentala lexikon; eller (2) Parallell aktivation av olika språkplan sker via bottom-up processer utan 

någon inverkan ifrån top-down effekter ifrån meningskontext. För att testa dessa hypoteser undersöktes läsprover 

framtagna genom att kontrollera kognatförenklingseffekten och kontextskapad ordförutsägbarhet i en 22 

faktorial stimulusdesign. 26 tvåspråkiga (svenska L1, engelska L2) läste meningsstimuli på engelska. Stimulus 

bestod av meningar med hög eller låg grad av semantisk och lexikal priming som innehöll antingen ett kognat- 

eller ett ickekognatkontrollord. Resultaten visade klara tecken på kognatförenkling i tidiga såsom sena 

åtkomstsstadier för båda typers meningsstimuli. Dessa resultat förespråkar att icke-selektiv åtkomst  i läsning 

inte påverkas av top-down effekter ifrån meningskontext. 

 
Nyckelord: tvåspråkighet, lexikal åtkomst, icke-selektivitet, läsning, meningskontext, kognater, eye-tracking.
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1. Introduction 

In the last decades there has been considerable activity in the field of cognitive science 

surrounding lexical access, or how the brain retrieves words from memory. On the one hand, 

researchers have worked to corroborate existing theoretical models over this process with data 

from various experimental paradigms (Coltheart, Rastle, Perry, Langdon, & Ziegler 2001; 

Dijkstra & Van Heuven 2002; Green 1998; Kroll & Stewart 1994; Levelt, Roelofs, & Meyer 

1999; McClelland & Rumelhart 1981; Seidenberg & McClelland 1989). On the other, 

considerable time and energy has been devoted towards isolating the psycholinguistic 

variables involved through rigorous statistical analysis (Balota, Cortese, Sergent-Marshall, 

Spieler, & Yap 2004; Forster & Chambers 1973; Kučera & Francis 1967; New, Ferrand, 

Pallier, & Brysbaert 2006; Yap & Balota 2009). This has been a conjoint effort spanning over 

several scientific disciplines, from linguistics to computer engineering. The goal, of course, 

has been to explain language processing in detail. In retrospect all the work invested paid its 

dividends, bringing about not only powerful new prototypes of past theory (Coltheart et al. 

2001; Dijkstra & Van Heuven 2002; Green 1998; Kroll & Stewart 1994; Seidenberg & 

Rumelhart 1989), but a wealth of empirical findings whose theoretical implications forced the 

community as a whole to rethink some of the most fundamental questions in language 

processing theory (Altaribba, Bauer, & Benvenuto 1999; Altenberg & Cairns 1983; Andrews 

1997; Forster & Chambers 1973; New et al. 2006; Van Heuven & Dijkstra 2002). As a result, 

we now know more about the neurological processes that guide tasks like reading than ever 

before (see Balota, Yap, & Cortese 2006).  

Despite this development, a large portion of the word processing research has been 

centred on the monolingual language user and relatively little has been said about the 

bilingual language system in this regard (Duyck, Van Assche, Drieghe, Hartsuiker 2007:677). 

This has been a growing concern for quite some time, and in the age of globalization, a more 

and more urgent matter to address.  

The word ‘bilingual’ in the present context refers to a person who speaks more than 

one language. It is estimated that around half the world’s population is bilingual (Grosjean 

2010:13). Many researchers have begun delving deeper into the foundations of bilingual 

memory, recognizing the need in society for a higher awareness about what makes the 

bilingual experience unique from a cognitive perspective (Wei 2007:363-491). One particular 

inquiry which slowly gathered momentum and in recent years has become a holy grail in 

lexical access research is to what degree word retrieval in bilinguals is selective or non-

selective (Dijkstra & Van Heuven 2002:176; Kroll, Bobb, & Wodniecka 2006). 

A language processing system characterized by non-selectivity activates words in 

multiple languages during lexical selection because there is no built-in mechanism which lets 

the system decide if two competing word forms belong to different languages, thereby 

providing it with a means to remove one of them from consideration based on that condition 

should the context require it, say an English word during a conversation in Serbo-Croatian. In 

a receptive task like reading for example, such a system would perform the step-by-step 

process of identifying a word by retrieving a set of candidates that best match the input 

criteria before coalescing around the perfect match based on activations on feature and letter 

levels (Rumelhart & McClelland 1981:385). In other words, the information that a word 

belongs to a certain language plays no role in selection, only how well a word in the mental 

lexicon matches the visual input (Dijkstra & Van Heuven 2002:182). An implication of such a 

system is that it predicts activation of multiple languages, even when the bilingual is 

performing in a strictly monolingual environment, a circumstance more broadly referred to as 

parallel activation (Kroll et al. 2006:129). Conversely, in selective lexical access, activation 
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is mutually exclusive in the sense that only the language relevant to the task at hand is 

activated during word retrieval. 

Early evidence of the non-selective hypothesis came from a study examining the 

impact of cognates on L2 processing by Caramazza and Brones (1979). While comparing two 

different languages one often stumbles across words with similar form and meaning. This 

group of words is known as cognates. ‘Picnic’, ‘lion’, and ‘weekend’ are all examples of 

cognates in French and English (Dijkstra & Van Heuven 2002:180). Caramazza and Brones 

discovered that L2 speakers react faster to cognates than to other L2 words in button-pressing 

tasks, indicating that the bilingual word identification system processes them faster. This 

facilitation was interpreted as proof of lexical access having proceeded via the much faster L1 

orthographic route rather than the L2 one (Costa & Santesteban 2004:493), based on the 

assumption that a word has two representations in the mind, a phonological and an 

orthographic, and that at least the orthographic ones are activated by the same visual input for 

cognates and their translation equivalents. This is known as the cognate facilitation effect 

(Duyck et al. 2007:663-664; Van Assche, Drieghe, Duyck, Welvaert, Hartsuiker 2011:88-89; 

Lemhöfer & Dijkstra 2004:533; Lemhöfer, Dijkstra, & Michel 2004:587; Van Hell & Dijkstra 

2002:780). The cognate facilitation effect is important, because if such facilitation can be 

registered in L2 reading, then that constitutes evidence of non-selective lexical access having 

taken place. In other words, it acts as a measure of non-selective lexical access (Costa, 

Caramazza, & Sebastian-Galles 2000:1284-1285; Caramazza & Brones 1979:213; Dijkstra & 

Van Heuven 2002:180; Van Assche et al. 2011:89). 

Since the seminal work by Caramazza and Brones (1979), the cognate facilitation 

effect has been reused in a large number of studies to demonstrate that bilingual lexical access 

can be non-selective, with converging evidence from spoken word production, visual word 

recognition, and auditory word recognition (Balota et al. 2006; Bijeljac-Babic, Biardeau, & 

Grainger 1997; Blumenfeld & Marian 2007; Costa 2000; Costa, Santesteban, & Caño 2005; 

Marian & Spivey 2003; Schwartz, Kroll, & Diaz 2007; Van Hell & Dijkstra 2002). However, 

the majority of this data is taken from words read in isolation. Current theoretical models of 

bilingual lexical access predict that as far as full-scale reading is concerned, manifestations of 

non-selective access will be weaker (Schwarz & Kroll 2007:198). In the word identification 

system of The Bilingual Activation Model Plus (BIA+), for example, parallel activation in 

bottom-up processing of visual input is hypothesized to be constrained by top-down effects 

sensitive to the surrounding linguistic context (Dijkstra & Van Heuven 2002:187). Recent 

studies testing this prediction produce different conclusions. One group finds evidence of 

linguistic context restricting the degree of cross-language activation observed in data (Duyck 

et al. 2007; Libben & Titone 2009; Schwartz & Kroll 2006; Van Hell & De Groot 2008). 

Specifically, cross-language activation disappears in sentences that provide a rich semantic 

context but not otherwise (Schwartz & Kroll 2006:207). A second group of researchers 

reports that semantic context does not constrict parallel activation. Instead, they present a 

picture of a predominantly non-selective word retrieval system where non-selective access is 

decided by bottom-up processes (i.e. by the structure of the visual input alone) (Van Assche et 

al. 2011; Pivneva, Mercier, & Titone 2014). Thus two hypotheses are at the vanguard of 

lexical access research presently: 1) Top-down effects from semantic context restrict the 

amount of non-selective activation; 2) Top-down effects from semantic context do not restrict 

the degree of non-selective activation.  

The aim of the current study is to provide empirical data that may help determine the 

extent to which cross-language lexical activation in bilinguals in regulated by context in 

reading. To this end, gaze movement data from 26 Swedish-English bilinguals reading in 

English (L2) is examined. The experiment takes place in the eye-tracking paradigm and uses a 
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22 factorial design with Sentence Type (high- or low-constraint) and Word Type (cognate or 

non-cognate) as the independent variables. Collected data is analyzed for significant statistical 

differences between the means for first fixation duration (believed to reflect the early stages 

of lexical access) and total reading time (late stages) in cognates and non-cognate controls 

(language-specific words) respectively, within two separate semantic contexts (i.e. in 

sentences with high- or low- semantic constraint). It is expected that the dependent variable 

fixation time will be sensitive to whether critical words are cognates or non-cognates. In 

particular, the fixation times are expected to be lower for cognates than for controls due to the 

intervening presence of the cognate facilitation effect.  

The essay will be presented in the following order: Background, Method, Results, and 

Discussion. 

2. Background 

In the background, the theoretical entrenchment of procedure, previous research, as well as 

terminology is reviewed. Section 2.1 describes results of non-selectivity research in reading to 

establish where we currently lie with respect to this issue. Section 2.2 describes the theoretical 

framework of the essay, with a focus on connectionist theory and the predictions of the 

theoretical model BIA+ in relation to this experiment. The final section, 2.3, discusses 

behavioural variables and why they formed an important element in the experiment’s design. 

2.1 Previous research 

The influence of semantic context on non-selectivity has been studied for about two decades. 

While the question of whether non-selectivity is constrained by semantic context or not 

traditionally has been a binary issue, in the eye-tracking paradigm, the ability to gauge 

processing in different stages of lexical access has broadened the number of stances to take. 

The earliest study dates to about a decade back. Kroll and Schwartz (2006) 

performed self-paced reading tasks with two Spanish-English test populations of high and 

intermediate proficiency levels in English to determine the effect of semantic context on non-

selectivity. Sentence stimuli were in English and consisted of sentence pairs which were 

matched for syntactic appearance and which contained a cognate or a control word. Members 

of cognate-control pairs were matched for word frequency and word length. Moreover, 

sentence pairs were either high- or low-constraint. Composed this way, the stimulus material 

made possible the quantification of cognate-control differences in different semantic contexts. 

The results indicated that semantic context constrains non-selectivity when semantic context 

is rich (high-constraint) but not otherwise (low-constraint).  

Van Hell and De Groot (2008) also found signs of top-down restriction on cognate 

facilitation in high-constraint sentence conditions. They investigated Dutch-English bilinguals 

in lexical decision in a factorial design involving cognate status and sentence constraint. 

Critical sentences were presented in which the critical word was covered over in dashes to 

prevent informants from recognizing the word until after a brief moment when the 

surrounding sentence context was withdrawn completely and the word was revealed to the 

informants. 

Duyck et al. (2007) was the first eye-tracking experiment to investigate the presence 

of non-selectivity in reading. The researchers measured the fixation times of critical words 

embedded in low-constraint sentences in English with a test group of Dutch-English 

bilinguals. The purpose was to discern how cognates behaved in early processing in L2 

reading. Sentence stimuli were embedded with critical words which could be either an 

identical Dutch-English cognate, a non-identical Dutch-English cognate, or an English control 
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word. Critical words were controlled for word frequency, length, number of syllables, and 

orthographic neighbourhood size. Early reading measure data revealed cognate facilitation for 

identical cognates but not non-identical cognates. The researchers concluded that processing 

is non-selective in the early bottom-up phases of lexical access, and that co-activation may 

depend on the degree of cross-linguistic orthographic overlap between cognates and their 

translation equivalents. 

Libben and Titone’s reading experiment with French-English bilinguals was the first 

to study how cognate facilitation behaves in different semantic contexts (2009). They 

expanded on the design of Duyck et al. (2007) to cover both early and late processing in 

addition to rich semantic contexts but only tested identical cognates and homographs. Their 

reading data indicated that high-constraint sentences nullify the cognate facilitation effect in 

late processing, but that the effect always is present during early processing and in low-

constraint sentences. This result supported the conclusion by Duyck et al. (2007) that identical 

cognates see facilitation in early processing. Moreover, the result aligned well with the 

predictions of the BIA+ model of bilingual word recognition that semantic context may 

constrain selectivity in the later stages of processing. 

Van Assche et al. (2011) replicated the study by Libben and Titone (2009) with 

Dutch-English bilinguals. They supplemented the data of their main experiment with two pilot 

studies. First, cognate facilitation was demonstrated to exist in their source population by a 

lexical decision task with Dutch-English bilinguals. Second, a monolingual control group was 

tested in the eye-tracking experiment and no effect from cognate facilitation was found in the 

data of that population. In the main experiment with bilinguals, cognate facilitation was 

present in all conditions. In other words, evidence surfaced in high- as well as low-constraint 

sentences and early and late processing. Their results indicated that semantic context does not 

constrain non-selectivity. 

Pivneva, Mercier, and Titone (2014) had the opportunity to rerun parts of the study 

by Libben and Titone (2009) using the same stimuli and apparatus but with a higher number 

of informants (also from the same source population). This time, results showed no absence of 

cognate facilitation in late processing, thus mirroring those by van Assche et al. (2011). The 

authors noted that the difference in the results of the two studies may have been a result of the 

lower self-reported L2 proficiency levels in the new test population used for Pivneva et al. 

(2014). Proficiency has been shown elsewhere to decrease cognate facilitation in visual word 

recognition (Bultena, Dijkstra, & Van Hell 2014), so considering that the experimental set-ups 

in Pivneva et al. (2014) and Libben and Titone (2009) were identical apart from proficiency 

lends credence to this assumption. The mean reading times were overall lower for the 

informants in Pivneva et al. (2014) by comparison to Libben and Titone (2009). This is 

interesting to discuss, since one would assume more proficient L2 speakers to have lower 

fixation times. If such a correspondence existed, it would be a safer measure of L2 proficiency 

than self-reported proficiency tests, and one would thus be able to say with higher confidence 

that the informants in Libben and Titone (2009) were in fact not of a higher proficiency level. 

Shaw and McMillion showed how L2 English readers sometimes read faster and with higher 

retention than English natives, suggesting that L2 reading is a function of general reading skill 

and not L2 proficiency (2008:139; 2011:159). Unfortunately, it is not possible to compare 

statistical data of the Word Type and Sentence Type effects between Pivneva et al. (2014) and 

Libben and Titone (2009), since one uses t-values and the other F-estimates. This may have 

shed light on the issue of whether informants in Pivneva et al. (2014) were good readers or 

high-proficient L2 users, because one may assume the good readers to show the greatest effect 

of Sentence Type and the faster overall reading times of informants in Pivneva et al. (2014) 
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certainly have to be motivated some way1. Van Assche et al. (2011) commented on this same 

issue by proposing that the reason cognate facilitation was not found in late processing with 

high-constraint sentences may have been due to a failure to operationalize high-constraint. In 

this regard it is interesting to note that the cloze test in Libben and Titone (2009:790) was 

replicated and that the new population scored the exact same results. It could very well be that 

the discrepancy between Pivneva et al. (2014) and Libben and Titone (2009) is a result of both 

using a medium-constraint stimuli rather than a high-constraint one. 

In summary, present discoveries surrounding non-selectivity in reading support the 

occurrence of cognate facilitation in neutral semantic contexts, but not in rich semantic 

contexts. This view supports the prediction of BIA+ that non-selectivity is constrained by 

context in later stages of processing.  

2.2 Theory and definitions 

This section highlights key concepts behind the experiment and describes the rationale which 

forms the basis for this study’s way of reasoning about lexical access. Section 2.2.1 defines 

the concept of reading. Section 2.2.2 discusses the concepts cognate, cognate facilitation, and 

non-selectivity. The last two sections, 2.2.3 and 2.2.4, define lexical access and describe the 

theoretical model BIA+. 

2.2.1 Reading 
When The Psychology and Pedagogy of Reading was published in 1908, Edmund Burke Huey 

and his colleagues defined reading in terms of eye movement statistics and not so much in 

terms of the mental processes of reading (Huey 1908:102). Different modes of reading existed 

(e.g. studious reading and parsing), distinguishable from one another based on the speed with 

which the reader moved from one end of the line to the other and the number of pauses the 

eyes made during that time. Hence the early phase of reading research was focussed on the 

dependence of reading on text layout and not the linguistic factors such as word class, length, 

and frequency, which also influence the way we read (cf. Brysbaert & Vitu 1998; Forster & 

Chambers 1973; Huey 1908:17-21). In other words, the eye formed a boundary where the 

researchers stopped asking questions (Huey 1908:102). In a way, this facilitates how one 

defines reading, yet it inevitably leads to completing a puzzle with its centre piece missing. 

People read to gather information. The newspaper, a textbook, a letter: all are read 

because they contain knowledge. That aspect about reading which lets us understand texts, the 

comprehension (how the visual input from the text becomes meaning), is far more unique and 

defining of reading than the movements of the eyes per se. It is also the one aspect that 

separates reading from “seeing”. For example, a pebble lying on the ground does not cause a 

word to appear in consciousness, but multiple pebbles shaped as a word will: because we have 

that comprehension to associate patterns with concepts in memory.  

The mind knows a word by its meaning, orthography, and phonology (Balota et al. 

2006:286). No two are words exactly alike by these three criteria; yet all words are 

comprehended by the same process. Thus one might ask if structural differences matter from 

a reading perspective, or if are all words, no matter how different, always are read in the same 

fashion. A vast number of behavioural studies have shown that lexical access is affected by so 

called linguistic factors related to these three variables as well as syntax and context (e.g. 

Andrews 1997; Grainger, Muneaux, Farioli, & Ziegler 2005; Lemhöfer & Dijkstra 2004). 

Presumably then, linguistic factors should also contribute to how eye movements are executed 

in reading, because if the movements of the eyes are guided by a will to understand, and if 

                                                 
1 The differences may be a result of different eye-tracking analyses too, but it is unlikely considering one author 

participated in both studies. 
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linguistic factors affect comprehension, then they must indirectly alter the nature of gaze 

movements.  

Contemporary research recognize that a text’s linguistic composition is just as 

important as visuomotor factors for determining eye movements in reading (Brysbaert & Vitu 

1998:126; Drieghe, Brysbaert, Desmet, & De Baecke 2004:80; Rayner 1998:387). A 

composite definition of reading as movement and comprehension is therefore to be preferred, 

as a definition based on one without the other cannot fully account for how reading is 

manifested in practice. 

It is possible to define reading as just mechanic movements without comprehension. 

For instance, an announcer at a bus station is most likely thinking about something else when 

they read out the departure times every day. It is also possible to do the opposite: i.e. to define 

reading as comprehension without any eye movements. Franklin D. Roosevelt was known to 

absorb a single paragraph in just one glance (cf. Rayner 1998:374). The problem is that 

neither definition reflects reading at large and instead all such kinds of reading niches should 

be thought of only as styles resorted to under special circumstances (Rayner 1998:393). The 

world of reading follows one basic rule: the more movement, the more information we get. So 

assuming that one accepts a definition of reading as ‘information retrieval, one must also 

accept that reading involves movement with the eyes. Subsequently, in this essay silent 

reading is defined as: 

 

Movement of the eyes necessitated by a desire to retrieve information from linguistic 

signs during which word recognition and integration of semantic information occur 
 

It should be clear from this discussion that reading can be defined in many different ways (cf. 

Rayner 1998:373-376). This definition of reading is adapted to fit the type of reading 

performed by the majority language users (ideally also by the participants of this study). 

2.2.2 Cognates and the cognate facilitation effect 
The name ‘cognate’ refers to words which have the same meaning and similar form across 

two or more languages. By this definition, the word ‘fish’ is a Swedish-English cognate 

because its translation equivalent ‘fisk’ in Swedish shares the same meaning and has similar 

form. 

Cognates are generally defined in terms of the degree to which they overlap with 

their translation equivalent in terms of semantics (S), orthography (O), and phonology (P). 

The noun ‘fish’ overlaps completely with Swedish ‘fisk’ in terms of semantics but not in 

form. For this reason, ‘fish’ belongs in the group of non-identical Swedish-English cognates, 

also called ‘S-cognates’. In contrast, the noun ‘hand’ is the same both orthographically and 

semantically in English as it is Swedish. Such cognates are frequently referred to as ‘identical 

cognates’. However, ‘hand’, is not pronounced the same way in English and Swedish, so 

phonologically they are dissimilar.  Because it is very hard to find cognates that overlap 

phonologically due to the subtle differences in how words are pronounced (Yavaş 2011), both 

SO-cognates and SOP-cognates are treated as identical in practice (Lemhöfer & Dijkstra 

2004).  

There are subjective or objective estimates of overlap between the cognate and its 

translation equivalent. The first type of estimate is gained through self-rated similarity tasks 

where language users rate the similarity of a cognate to its control pair (Schwartz & Kroll 

2007). Self-rated similarity tasks are used when it is difficult to create an objective measure of 

similarity, such as with semantics and phonology. Objective similarity estimates may be 

calculated through algorithms such as the Van Orden equation (Van Orden 1987). For 

example, in Appendix A, the orthographic similarity between the English cognates used as 
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critical words in this study2 and their respective translation equivalents in Swedish is listed. 

These scores were all calculated using the Van Orden algorithm, which states that the 

orthographic similarity between one word and another word is the ratio between the 

graphemic similiarity of the word pair relative to the graphemic similarity of the word to itself 

(Van Orden 1987). 

Defining cognates in terms overlap of course has implications for how we study the 

cognate facilitation effect. Many studies have surfaced in recent years that compare whether 

L2 language users react to identical and non-identical cognates in different ways. For 

example, Duyck et al. (2007) tested whether a higher degree of overlap translated into greater 

facilitation and discovered that SO- and SOP-cognates (identical) show more facilitation than 

S-cognates (non-identical). The same finding has also been reported in van Hell and Dijkstra 

(2002), as well as in Lemhöfer and Dijkstra (2004). The conclusion one may draw based on 

this is that the cognate facilitation effect is a consequence of form overlap. Because there are 

other variables (e.g. orthographic neighbourhood size) which also are consequences of form 

overlap, one may suspect that the explanation to cognate facilitation lies much deeper than 

initially expected (Andrews 1997).  

Another variable which also has been shown to affect cognate facilitation is 

proficiency. Van Hell and Dijkstra (2002) discovered that cognate facilitation in Dutch-

English-French “trilinguals”3 operating in L1 varied as a function of how proficient the 

trilinguals were in their other two languages. Specifically, the weakest L2 gave rise to the 

least cognate facilitation in L1. In addition, in recent years, studies of cognate facilitation in 

reading have discovered that more proficient L2 language users show less signs of cognate 

facilitation when reading in L2 (Bultena et al. 2014). These as well as other results seem to 

suggest that the situations where one might expect the strongest signs of cognate facilitation 

are those where the target language is a language in which the reader demonstrates a lower 

proficiency level than they do in their dominant language (Blumenfeld & Marian 2007). 

One may conclude that the cognate facilitation effect is a general phenomenon of 

language processing that exists in reading, speaking, and listening and across both L1 and L2 

code (Balota et al. 2006; Costa 2000; Costa et al., 2005; Marian & Spivey 2003; Schwartz et 

al. 2007; Van Assche, Duyck, Hartsuiker, & Diependaele, 2009; Van Hell & Dijkstra 2002). 

However, it is not so easy to be sure about the origins of cognate facilitation, and, as shall be 

seen, non-selectivity only constitutes one of three possible explanations.    

As was described earlier, non-selectivity is a kind of coactivation of words from 

different languages in memory that may happen in all shapes and forms language use. In 

contrast, selectivity (sometimes called serial activation) is the activation of words in strictly 

one language during lexical access (Caramazza & Brones 1979; Penfield & Roberts 1959). 

Selectivity and non-selectivity should not be treated as two separate concepts but rather as a 

continuum. The majority of researchers regard non-selectivity and selectivity in this light and 

many theoretical models maintain that non-selectivity and selectivity manifest themselves at 

different stages of lexical access (Kroll et al. 2006). 

Historically speaking, non-selectivity has habitually been associated with 

bilingualism4, yet studies about cognate facilitation in L1 or orthographic neighbourhood 

                                                 
2 Words for which data is gathered. 
3 Used in van Hell and Dijkstra (2002) to refer to bilinguals who function in three languages. 
4 When research began on bilingual lexical access, it was profoundly influenced by discoveries in the 

monolingual domain (cf. Rumelhart & McClelland 1981; Dijkstra & Van Heuven 1998). Crudely speaking, one 

might say that the first scientific inquiries into bilingualism were guided by an unfounded belief that the identity 

of the bilingual mind could be divided into monolingual subsystems after a one-language-one-system fashion. 

Nowhere was this compartmentalized view of bilingualism more strongly embodied than in the ‘language-switch 

hypothesis’, according to which the bilingual mind possesses a switch that allows easy (continues on next page) 
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effects elevates the phenomenon to one of general language processing and a direct 

consequence of form overlap (Andrews 1997; Van Assche et al. 2009; Van Hell & Dijkstra 

2002). The basic idea can be formulated as follows: the processing brain does not distinguish 

between words in terms of the language to which they belong, but in terms of the 

constellations of neurons which construe them (cf. McCelland & Rumelhart, 1981; Rumelhart 

et al. 1986). These may have different characteristics: most noteworthy is the idea of word 

frequency and proficiency5 – both of which imply some form of inured action on part of the 

brain that changes the neurological nature of words. Form overlap operates between all words 

in the mental lexicon on the levels of semantic, orthographic, and phonological information.  

This idea is not so difficult to entertain. Reason would hold that lexical access is 

simple, as is Nature’s way. Proactive inhibition of words as a consequence of subjective 

categorization of words into languages is complex. It is important to define proactive in this 

context. Human beings can inhibit non-target languages via training and regularly do so to 

function as bilinguals (Costa & Santesteban 2004). This certainly qualifies as ‘proactive 

behaviour’. Despite this, bilinguals frequently slip into non-target languages, and young 

bilingual children who show no signs of this ability learn it by recognizing that strangers 

function in different code (Grosjean 2010). This suggests that language control is a type of 

behaviour that we grow accustomed to and deploy rather than an integrated aspect of 

processing. There are animals such as mockingbirds which can switch between codes in a 

similar fashion. The question is if a selective brain exists anywhere in Nature, or if selectivity 

and ‘language’ are concepts which have their root in behaviour as opposed to being aspects of 

neurology. Selectivity of vision exists in Nature in chickens, and if eyes can operate 

independently, codes may do so as well (King 2012).  In the light that the brain treats 

acquired languages as one and the same code whose purpose is to help us survive, however, 

one might argue that animals would perish if the environment could induce their brains to 

temporarily “shut down” the ability to detect specific predators or dangers (the neurological 

equivalent of temporarily ‘shutting down’ another ‘language’). On the other hand, the 

presence of critical periods throughout the course of the brain’s development suggests that 

selectivity on a neurological level may be obtainable through special adaptation early in life 

(cf. Hyltenstam & Abrahamson 2002; Hyltenstam & Viberg 1993:16; King 2012). Previous 

research on non-selectivity seems to suggest that such adaptation (if it occurs) is very rare. 

In the literature, the cognate facilitation effect is almost exclusively the only type of 

empirical evidence connected with non-selectivity (Costa et al., 2000). However, per 

definition, any evidence of influence from a non-target language on data will do the trick. Van 

Heuven, Dijkstra, and Grainger (1998) reported evidence of non-selectivity while studying 

orthographic neighbours (the neighbours of a word are those words with similar form as itself 

– ‘hat’, ‘bat’, ‘rat’ are orthographic and phonological neighbours of ‘cat’). Uniquely for this 

study, they examined if cross-language neighbours affect word recognition (for example, 

‘cheri’ in French is a cross-language neighbour of the English word ‘cheer’). It was found that 

                                                                                                                                                         
movement between its intrinsic monolingual consciences (Penfield & Roberts 1959). Any phenomenon of 

bilingualism, such as code-switching, could thus be explained as the rapid movement between protected 

monolingual shards which operated according to ordinary monolingual laws of processing. As to the cause of 

this trajectory, one might argue that the idea of language as a concrete object conceived monolingual and 

bilingual processing as being different, and consequently also created logical necessities such as a transition 

phase from being monolingual to becoming a bilingual, and other illusions about language processing which 

affect how non-selectivity is perceived and studied. 
5 Results from studies of the effects of aphasia on language users ability to use language have indicated time of 

acquisition as a third important component. In addition to deciding proficiency, this also appears to decide where 

in the brain the information is stored (cf. Paradis 2004:63). 
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cross-language neighbours, like cognates, may cause cross-linguistic activation (Van Heuven 

& Dijkstra 1998).  

Another technique for studying selectivity and non-selectivity is to compare L1 and 

L2 word forms that are homographs (spelled identically) and see if they behave differently 

from other words. Here, results conclude that cross-linguistic activation indeed arises for 

homographs, albeit whether homograph status has a facilitatory or hampering effect on 

processing has been considerably harder to decide than it has been with cognates (Bijeljac-

Babic et al. 1997:448; De Groot, Delmaar, & Lupker 2000). Thus one may conclude that 

while non-selectivity exists, it does not always correspond to facilitation, nor does it always 

surface in cognates, but rather appears to be a consequence of semantic and form overlap. 

Non-selectivity may also be sensitive to so called human variables like task 

expectations (cf. Green 1998; Van Heuven & Dijkstra 2002:182). Elston-Güttler, Gunter and 

Kotz (2005) discovered that those participants in their experiment who had watched an 

English film prior to the testing session responded differently from a population who viewed 

the same film in L2. In the first case, non-selectivity was noted in the behavioural data, in the 

second, it was not. This has led to attempts at sanctioning language use prior to a bilingual 

experiment on non-selectivity, as researchers are afraid they might otherwise send their 

participants into an unwanted language mode (Grosjean 2001). 

The Language Mode hypothesis views bilingual language processing as a dynamic 

task involving the movement between different language modes. It is based on the general 

knowledge that bilinguals are consciously aware of changes in the linguistic context that 

might warrant the use of another language. Examples of this include code-switching (Poplack 

1980), but also other forms of language mixing (some of which may be hypothesized to have 

an effect of the degree of selectivity observed during lexical access). An example of such a 

linguistic context would be the dinner table in Quebec, Canada. Since Quebec is English and 

French speaking, people in Quebec regularly enter into situations where they are required to 

use both English and French (Grosjean 2010). For example, during a family dinner, the 

grandmother of the house might be an English-only speaker, grandfather may be a balanced 

English-French bilingual, mother and father French-speaking, and the daughter a balanced 

English-French bilingual like her grandfather. Due to language restrictions, only some 

members of the dinner party will thus be able to converse, and members will choose which 

language they use depending on whom they are speaking to, thereby regularly moving 

between languages. By comparison, at school in daytime, French might be the only language 

the daughter is using with friends and teachers. The theory of Language Modes predicts that 

non-selectivity is a consequence of which language mode the bilingual is in. In particular, it is 

predicted to be a consequence of a multilingual mode (dinner table) rather than a monolingual 

one (school). 

The Language Mode hypothesis (Grosjean 2001) is extremely difficult to test. There 

are so many variables which might motivate a bilingual to shift mode (linguistic stimuli in 

another language, such as an identical cognate, for example, would suffice in theory). 

However, it was tested in Dijkstra and van Hell (2003), where evidence of cognate facilitation 

was obtained in Dutch-English-French trilinguals using a unilingual stimulus containing 

Dutch-English and Dutch-French cognates. 

Another often used explanation to the cognate facilitation effect is the cumulative 

frequency hypothesis (Sanchez Casas, Davis, & Garcia Albea 1992). The cumulative 

frequency hypothesis maintains that cognate facilitation is a consequence of cognates sharing 

the same “word node” in memory (see Section 2.2.3 for a discussion of the node). A 

consequence of that co-ownership is that the word node of the Swedish-English cognate 

‘hand’ would receive activation from the input of two languages rather than one. The 
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cumulative frequency hypothesis relies on a couple of assumptions about language practice in 

order to be true. First, a cognate can only accumulate use (or frequency) in this way in cases 

where bilinguals divide their time between the languages equally; and, second, if the concept 

at the same time was required equally much in both languages and thus created equal 

possibilities for use of that word form. Third, cumulative frequency is mainly expected in 

identical cognates (Lemhöfer & Dijkstra 2004:602-603). 

In summary, this section showed that cognate facilitation is a dynamic phenomenon 

and, that other hypotheses than the non-selective hypothesis may be used to explain its 

existence. In addition, non-selectivity and selectivity were shown to be the opposite ends of a 

continuum which describes lexical access in terms of transitions from parallel to serial 

activation (Kroll et al. 2006). Non-selectivity was also discussed with a more general focus to 

form overlap rather than cross-linguistic activation. In the next section, the fluid perception of 

lexical access portrayed by the connectionist viewpoint of lexical access is reviewed with 

reference to the local connectionist model BIA+. 

2.2.3 Lexical access 
Lexical access is the name for the imagined step-by-step process taking place when signals 

from the outside world are decrypted of meaning. It is (plain and simple) the scientific 

definition of word retrieval and it requires that the brain has stored linguistic and conceptual 

knowledge in the mental lexicon in order to work (Dijkstra & Van Heuven 2002:182; Green 

1998:69; Rumelhart et al. 1986:46; Van Heuven et al. 1998:458-459).  

Visual word recognition (reading) consists in matching visual input to 

representations in memory (McClelland & Rumelhart 1981). A representation is a memory of 

how something looks: for example, a memory of how ‘T’ looks, or the word ‘conjecture’. For 

the detection of ‘T’ to take place, a representation of ‘T’ must exist on the letter representation 

level of the word identification system. 
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Figure 1. The progression from features to letters and from letters to words and from words to conceptual access 

reflects the componential view of modern lexical access theory that word retrieval in the brain consists in 

matching information in visual input to information stored in memory at different representational levels. 

 

The BIA+6 assumes that the total number of unique representations required in order be able 

to read ‘elephant’ are one sense and one word representation, seven phonemic, and seven 

letter representations, as well as around six feature representations (McClelland & Rumelhart 

1981:375; Lemhöfer & Dijkstra 2004:536). In order to account for all this information, BIA+ 

consists of feature7, letter, phoneme, word, and sense representations organized at separate 

representational levels (Figure 2) (Dijkstra & Van Hell 2002:181). The purposes served by the 

representational levels are 1) to render the system sensitive to visual input resembling that 

knowledge8, and 2) to lend it meaning. 

 

 

                                                 
6 BIA+ is a model for bilingual visual word recognition. BIA+ is also a computer program designed to produce 

simulations of the neurological processes behind visual word recognition (cf. Coltheart et al. 2001). It requires 

mathematical equations in order to function. 
7 Just like a word may consist of one or more letters, a letter may consist of one or more features. 
8 The phoneme level is there partly to explain the ‘the inner voice’ of reading, but mainly accounts for findings 

that phonology affects visual word recognition (e.g. Yates 2009). 
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Figure 2. The figure shows word identification system of BIA+ (Dijkstra & Van Heuven 2002; McClelland & 

Rumelhart 1981). The language nodes fill the role of stating the language to which an activated word belongs 

(Dijkstra & Van Heuven 2002:186). 
 

Visual word recognition is depicted as having four phases in BIA+: feature detection, letter 

detection, word detection, and sense access. The completion of all four phases consumes a 

time period t after which the magic moment of a word will have taken place (Balota & Yap 

2006; McClelland & Rumelhart 1981:382)9.  

The match-making process between perceptual input and representations is powered 

by currents of activation flowing through tiny nodes situated on the representational levels. 

These two concepts, the node and activation, are the most fundamental and important 

concepts of BIA+ (Rumelhart et al. 1986).  

The node is the smallest constituent of BIA+. Its role is to receive and transmit 

activation to other nodes. Activation is the fuel that drives the lexical access process from 

start to finish (Rumelhart et al. 1986:47-49). The term ‘node’ is just different word for 

‘representation’. In other words, there are just as many nodes in BIA+ as there are 

representations in the brain of the language user the model is supposed to mimic. Thus a ‘D’-

node, a ‘dog’-node, and a sense node for ‘furry four-legged, barking, snouted animal’ all exist 

in BIA+, among thousands of other nodes (Hinton, McClelland, & Rumelhart, 1986:77). 

 

                                                 
9 The concept of fixation time, which is the dependent variable used in eye-tracking to measure processing 

speed, is considered a very accurate measurement of the lexical access t (Roberts & Siyanova-Chanturia 

2013:214). 
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Figure 3. This figure illustrates the way units transmit activation in BIA+. The image was taken from Rumelhart 

et al. (1986:47). 

 

BIA+ explains visual word recognition as the outcome of the spread of activation across 

nodes, from the feature level at the bottom, to the semantic level at the top. The flow of 

activation is made possible because nodes have activation states which they may share with 

other nodes they are connected to by sending an output signal. A node is connected to all 

nodes on the same representational level as itself in addition to those on adjacent levels 

(Rumelhart et al. 1986:57-60). In its quiescent state, the activation levels of all nodes in BIA+ 

are zero or lower. As visual input enters BIA+ at the feature level in Figure 2, the relevant 

feature nodes – namely those that match the visual input – will receive excitatory activation. 

At this moment t0 the system contains the activation states a1(t), a2(t), ..., an-1(t), an(t) across 

feature nodes n1, n2, ..., nn-1, nn. A moment t + ∆t later, n1, n2, ..., nn-1, nn will forward 

activation to nodes in the system to which they are connected, causing the same detection 

routine to happen on the letter level, and so on and so forth (cf. Figure 1). 

The output from one node to another can be either inhibitory or excitatory. 

Excitatory output raises the state of activation of the receiving node, while inhibitory output 

lowers it. The nature of the input to a node depends on the structural relationship between the 

information that the sending and the receiving nodes respectively represent. If a piece of 

knowledge (e.g. ‘D’) is included in another (‘DOG), their nodes are joined by an excitatory 

connection (i.e. there is an excitatory connection from ‘D’ on the letter level and ‘DOG’ at the 

word level, and vice versa). In the other case where there is no constituency, the connection is 

inhibitory (McClelland & Rumelhart 1981: 380). 

The network of connections describing how the nodes of a specific BIA+ simulation 

are connected to one another is called the pattern of connectivity (Rumelhart et al. 1986:49). 

The pattern of connectivity is denoted by a weight matrix W in which an element wij stands 

for the strength of the connection from node j to node i, where N is the total number of nodes 

in the system (1< i < j ≤ N). If wij is 0, there is no connection from node j to node i (Rumelhart 

et al. 1986:50).  The weights of inhibitory connections have negative values and the weights 

of excitatory connections positive ones (Rumelhart et al. 1986:49). The pattern of activation 

across nodes in the pattern of connectivity changes according to the following equations: 

 

(i) o(aj(t)) = fj(aj(t)) 

(ii) ai(t+∂t) = ai(t) + nete + neti = Weo(t) + Wio(t) 

 

If nj transmits activation to ni, then the output from nj to ni is calculated by an output function 

o(aj(t)) = fj(aj(t)). The new state of activation for ni is calculated by the activation rule, which 
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states that ai(t+∂t) = ai(t) + nete + neti = ai(t) + Weo(t) + Wio(t), where nete and neti  are the 

net excitatory and net inhibitory inputs to ni from all units connected to ni, and Weo(t) + 

Wio(t) is the sum of the vector products for the weight matrices of excitatory and inhibitory 

connections to ni with the output vector o(t) = (f1(a1(t)), f2(a2(t)), ..., fn-1(an-1(t)), fn(an(t))
10. The 

weight matrices make it so that the input depends on the strengths of the connections between 

units. 

Metaphorically speaking, one may think of nodes as neurons and activations as 

bioelectric currents. In the same metaphor, detection of a feature, letter, word, or sense occurs 

when the system transmits activations through the same neural pathway for a sufficiently long 

time. Whenever such a constellation of nodes is ignited in the neurological network, it has a 

probability p of being accessed by consciousness (McClelland & Rumelhart 1981:381-384), 

and once a word has been accessed this way the magic moment of word retrieval happens. In 

BIA+, the phenomenon of prolonged activation of a node in the pattern of connectivity, which 

subsequently leads to recognition, is represented by the running average equation, i (t) = ∫
𝑡
−𝑥

 

ai(x)e-(t - x)r dx (McClelland & Rumelhart 1981:382)11. The running average equation is utilized 

in the formula for calculating response strength12 which in turn is utilized in the probability 

equation. The probability equation determines the probability p of a node i with activation 

state ai being accessed from memory. The probability equation divides the response strength 

of ni with the sum of the response strength of all nodes L competing with ni at the same level 

(e.g. at the word level). 

 

(iii) p(t) = 
𝑠𝑖(𝑡)

∑ (𝑠𝑗(𝑡))
L

j

 

 

The graph below illustrates the rise in the activation level of the ‘soap’ word node during 

bilingual lexical access in reading. 

 

 

                                                 
10 The BIA+ activation value rule includes a decay factor to account for the fact that the activation values of 

nodes decay and a percentage multiplier so the node activation level never exceeds the maximum or minimum 

value allowed in the BIA+ model (cf. McClelland & Rumelhart 1981:380-381; Rumelhart et al. 1986:51-52). 
11 The exponential portion e-(t - x)r  serves to reduce the contributions from the previous activation states at t = x. 

The contribution decreases exponentially the farther back in time the activation state lies due to the activation 

decay which constantly affects nodes in general (McClelland & Rumelhart 1981:381).  
12 si(t) = e μ∙ running average (McClelland & Rumelhart 1981:381).  
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Figure 4. The graph shows the activation states of the word nodes ‘soap’, ‘swan’, and ‘svan’ following the 

presentation of the input soap (‘svan’ is Swedish for ‘swan’) (Van Heuven 2015).  

 

An allegory does a quicker job of summarizing the events behind a BIA+ simulation. In the 

night sky, there are constellations (representations) with stars of different brightness. When 

we recognize the constellation the Swan on the night sky, we do so because we spot all the 

stars in that constellation together. In the same way, when we retrieve the word ‘swan’ from 

memory during reading, we ignite all the specific neural pathways (the same constellation of 

nodes) that retrieve ‘swan’ from memory.  

In summary of its design, like BIA+, a traffic light also consists of hundreds of tiny 

nodes that each contributes with its own activation state to the overall state of the traffic light 

display (Rumelhart et al. 1986). Figuratively speaking, the only difference between how 

nodes work in the BIA+ and in a traffic light is that the nodes in BIA+ can show a much 

greater number of symbols than a traffic light is capable of doing. 

 

 

Figure 5. A simpler version of BIA+: two representational levels containing one node each (‘walk’ and ‘stop’). 

The direction from red to green is called ‘bottom-up’ processing, and green-to-red, ‘top-down’ processing. 

 

Finally, there are some general remarks to be said about processing in BIA+. The type of 

processing we have just described (e.g. feature and letter detection) proceeds from the bottom 

to the top of the model in Figure 2 and is consequently referred to as ‘bottom-up processing’ 

(McClelland & Rumelhart 1981:378; Rumelhart et al. 1986:57). In contrast, ‘top-down 

processing’ is an umbrella term for all types of processing events that imply that activation 
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has to travel downwards through representational levels (see Figure 5). The adjective ‘top-

down’ thus accounts for all processing actuated by contextual priming, task demands, and 

human or non-linguistic variables (Dijkstra & Van Heuven 2002; Green 1998; Grosjean 2001; 

Rayner 1998:383; Schwanenflugel & LaCount 1988; Van Assche et al. 2011).  

There are two important design notes in relation to top-down and bottom-up 

processing in BIA+. The first is the notion of ‘interactive processing’. By this it is simply 

implied that connections between nodes on adjacent levels run two-way, enabling important 

top-down effects like semantic context to change the pattern of activation after the four-step 

process of feature, letter, word, and sense activation has been completed (Rumelhart et al. 

1986:59-60). The second is the task schema. The task schema complements the input-driven 

processing handled by the word identification system (see Figure 2) by handling expectations 

the language users might have about the task at hand. Since the task schema has not yet been 

made to work together with the rest of the BIA+, it is not discussed further here (Dijkstra & 

Van Heuven 2002).  

It may be worth pointing out in case the reader has not already observed so that top-

down processing requires a fair amount of reading before it can ensue. Hence top-down 

effects in BIA+ arise in the later stages of lexical access after the semantic level has been 

accessed. Consequently, BIA+ predicts that any effect of semantic context on non-selective 

activation should appear in the so called late eye-tracking measures (Rayner 1998; Roberts & 

Siyanova-Chanturia 2013). 

2.2.4 Theoretical predictions 
The following account is a verbal description of the events behind a BIA+ simulation of 

bilingual visual word recognition of the Swedish-English cognate ‘hand’. As the linguistic 

input reaches the feature level of the BIA+, feature detection of features constituting the 

letters ‘h’, ’a’, ‘n’, and ‘d’ ensues (McClelland & Rumelhart 1981:381). Next, the activated 

feature nodes send excitatory activations to the respective letter nodes on the letter level, and 

inhibitory activations to all non-activated feature nodes. After reaching a certain activation 

threshold, these letter nodes forward their activation to all word nodes at the word level to 

which they have an excitatory connection – at the same time which they transmit inhibitory 

activations to all other letter nodes, as well as among each other. 

At the current stage, the following events have transpired: feature nodes have been 

excited because the visual input contained linguistic signs. At the same time, the feature nodes 

are inhibiting each other with so called lateral inhibition, causing the activation levels of the 

activated feature nodes to drop. Lateral inhibition occurs on all representational levels and is 

counteracted by positive feedback from nodes at adjacent representational levels. The feature 

nodes receive enough positive feedback from the letter nodes they excite to prevent them 

from succumbing under the pressure of their competitors. After the letter nodes have provided 

their positive feedback to the excited feature nodes, the activation the letter nodes receive 

from the feature nodes is increased as a result. The same interaction takes place at the word 

and semantic representational levels also (described in Figure 2 by having two-headed arrows 

between adjacent levels). After the nodes constituting ‘h’, ’a’, ‘n’, and ‘d’ (in those exact 

positions) have been activated, they send activation to the Swedish and English word nodes of 

‘hand’, which in turn forward activation to their shared sense node on the semantics level. 

Before doing so, however, both word nodes send positive feedback to the letter level. This 

feedback is double the feedback to a non-cognate word: because it comes from two 

completely overlapping word nodes instead of just one. Similarly, having received double the 

positive feedback, the letter level returns double the positive feedback to the word nodes in 

question. This accelerates the lexical access process towards its end (cognate facilitation).  
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In due course, activation levels reach an equilibrium point. The pattern of activations 

across nodes is then packaged and sent to an output buffer and accepted as ‘accessed’ or 

‘retrieved’ lexical information. Removing or changing the input to the system afterwards 

breaks the equilibrium so that the process can be repeated with new input (McClelland & 

Rumelhart 1981:382). The buffer stores the information until further adieu and allows new 

information to enter so that larger chunks of language can be perceived simultaneously.  

While BIA+ does not distinguish between languages, due to L1 generally being the 

most frequently used language, word nodes of L1 words generally have higher resting levels 

than word nodes of L2 words and thus reach higher activation levels faster (Costa & 

Santesteban 2004; Lemhöfer & Dijkstra 2004:547). As a result, word node activation will 

initially be higher in the L1 node, preventing nodes of identical cognates and their translation 

equivalents from strangling each other through lateral inhibition (McClelland & Rumelhart 

1981:382). 

In relation to cognates and cognate facilitation in this experiment, the BIA+ argues 

the following: 

 

1. Swedish-English cognates and their translation equivalents have separate word nodes 

in the mental lexicon but the same sense node (Kroll & De Groot 2005:243). 

2. Identical Swedish-English cognates (‘hand’) have cognate facilitation because the 

positive feedback from the nodes at letter level (‘H’, ‘D’, ‘N’, ‘A’) to the word node 

of the identical cognate is greater than the lateral inhibition from its translation 

equivalent at the word level. 

3. Non-identical cognates do not have cognate facilitation because the lateral inhibition 

at the word level is greater than the positive feedback from the letter level. 

In other words, BIA+ predicts non-selectivity in identical cognates but not in non-identical 

ones due to higher orthographic overlap between identical cognates and their translation 

equivalents (Figure 6). 
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Figure 6. BIA+ simulation shows non-selective access in identical cognates (hand-hand) but not in non-identical 

(fish-fisk) (Van Heuven 2015). The simulation was run using two separate lexicons consisting of Swedish and 

English words from the test stimuli. 

 

BIA+ also assumes that linguistic context exerts serious constraints on the degree of non-

selectivity that can be observed in bilingual reading. Specifically, BIA+ predicts that 

inhibitory activation reaches the word node of the Swedish translation equivalent in the later 

stages of processing and that this in turn causes non-selectivity to disappear in identical 

cognates. 

BIA+ performs quite a mind-blowing task: it allows scientists to use computers to 

simulate language processing as it occurs in the brain (McClelland & Rumelhart 1981:377). 

However, it is important to bear in mind that this model does not simulate language 

processing as it occurs everywhere in real-life; it simulates the behaviour observed in 

empirical studies which forms an infinitesimally small part of language processing compared 

to that which is taking place on earth (McClelland & Rumelhart 1981:382). One should 

therefore be careful not to judge BIA+ at its face value, but look at the experiments which 

motivated them with an eye to methodology (e.g., Costa et al. 2000; De Groot et al. 1994; 

Thomas 2002). At the same time, the knowledge acquired from such simulations can tell us a 

lot of new information about processing and spot flaws in our way of reasoning about lexical 

access (Coltheart et al. 2001:204). 

2.3 Methodological background 

The definition of a factorial experiment is any experiment studying the effect of two or more 

variables with multiple levels on a dependent variable and which tests the effect of every 

possible combination of variable levels (Box, Hunter & Hunter 2005:173). This experiment 

studies the effect of sentence context on parallel activation during reading. Each variable had 

two levels, thus amounting to four possible combinations. 

On a less general level, there is the structure and rationale of the experiment itself. 

This remains more or less true to the one used by Altenberg and Cairns (1983:176). Firstly, it 

is assumed that there are certain aspects about language processing which are unique to 

bilinguals compared to monolinguals. Hence one would only expect to see these particularities 

in bilingual data (e.g. cognate facilitation). Among other things, this has led to the tradition of 

comparing data of what is hypothesized as being a bilingual effect with monolingual data 

(Van Assche et al. 2011). If the effect is not encountered in the monolingual data, then this is 
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taken as proof of having successfully measured the desired bilingual effect instead of an 

unwanted effect. As it is well within reason that non-selectivity is not an effect to be expressly 

associated with bilingualism (cf. Section 2.2.2), one could argue that the monolingual control 

group in van Assche et al. (2011) is not theoretically justified, even though it may serve to the 

desired effect, similar to (see Section 3.5) the role of the cloze test (cf. Smith & Levy 2011)13. 

Secondly, it is assumed that processing can be measured by the dependent variable 

time. Here, the dependent variable is fixation time (of the eyes). Another common time index 

used for measuring processing speed is reaction time (Altenberg & Cairns 1983; Van Hell & 

Dijkstra 2002). 

Thirdly, language users are considered unique by virtue of having gone through 

individual experiences as language users. Thus, aspects of language user background such as 

which L1 one speaks are considered to be factors which influence the occurrences of effects. 

In other words, evidence that an effect (e.g. cognate facilitation) exists in Turkish speakers 

does not mean that it exists in French speakers. Accordingly, it is normally desirable that pilot 

studies be performed to prove that cognate facilitation exists in one’s test population (e.g. 

Swedish L2 speakers of English) prior to testing the effect in a reading experiment (Duyck et 

al. 2007; Van Assche et al. 2011). 

Fourthly (and as a corollary of the above), reciprocity of results of data gathered in 

lexical decision tasks and eye-tracking studies is accepted (Schilling, Rayner, & Chumbley 

1998). Thus, if the presence of cognate facilitation was evidenced by a lexical decision task, 

then it is inferred that cognate facilitation also is present in a reading experiment set in the 

eye-tracking paradigm (Duyck et al. 2007; Kroll & Schwartz 2006; Van Assche et al. 2011). 

Finally, in the area of non-selective access research, one does not assume results to 

be generalizable across different research paradigms. Lexical access is assumed to function 

differently in visual word recognition, auditory word recognition, and speech production 

(Coltheart et al. 2001; Balota et al. 2006; Dijkstra & Van Heuven 2002; Kroll & De Groot 

2005; Kroll & Stewart 1994).  

2.3.1 Random variables   
Cognate status is not the only variable known to influence lexical access (cf. Yap & Balota 

2009). The actual number of variables that affect reading time is vast and part of the 

responsibility of a researcher is to identify and contain any variables that might confound the 

final data pattern in order for the target variable effect to become estimable with precision. 

One commonly used method of achieving control is keeping the values of intruding variables 

constant across experimental conditions (cf. Altenberg & Cairns 1983:275; Duyck et al. 2007; 

Schwartz & Kroll 2006:201; Schwartz et al. 2007:129; Libben & Titone 2009:382; Van 

Assche et al. 2011).). Step one in this method and the objective of this section is to identify 

which those variables are. 

Based on the studies and recommendations of a handful of selected authors, the 

following variables were identified: Word Frequency (Brysbaert & New 2009; Forster & 

Chambers 1973), Orthographic Neighbourhood Size as well as ON Frequency (Andrews 

1997; Bijeljac-Babic et al., 1997; Carreiras, Perea, & Grainger 1997; Grainger et al. 2005; 

Schwartz et al. 2007; Van Heuven et al. 1998; Yarkoni, Balota, & Yap 2008; Yates 2009), 

Phonological Neighbourhood Size as well as PN Frequency (Grainger et al. 2005; Jared & 

Kroll 2001; Schwartz et al. 2007; Yarkoni et al. 2008), Contextual Diversity (Adelman, 

                                                 
13 This experiment did not use a monolingual control group. 
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Brown, & Quesada 2006; Plummer, Perea, & Rayner 2014), Concreteness14 (Altaribba et al. 

1999); Word Length (New et al. 2006), Syllable Length (New et al. 2006; Yap & Balota 

2009), Word Class (Bultena et al. 2014), and Grammatical Plural (Baayen, Dijkstra, & 

Schreuder 1997; New, Brysbaert, Segui, Ferrand, & Rastle 2004)15. Non-linguistic variables 

connected to informant expectations and language environment that may affect bottom-up 

processing via the task schema were noted also (Elston-Güttler et al. 2005). Neighbourhood 

statistics were retrieved from the English Lexicon Project (ELP) database (Balota, Yap, 

Cortese, Hutchison, Kessler, Loftis, Neely, Nelson, Simpson, & Treiman 2007).  

In theory, the statistics of random variables vary from language user to language 

user16. However, this experiment assumed that their values were constant within this 

informant group. As the contents of all studies cited in this section were of importance for the 

stimulus design, all except the most obvious of the listed names are defined, and all findings 

which have a bearing on the design of the stimuli are recounted. 

 
Table 1. Different types of variables hypothesized to affect reading. 

                                        Types of variables that influence reading 

Reading Linguistic variables Non-linguistic variables Visuomotor factors 

‘The comprehension of 

linguistic signs by 

systematic eye 

movements’ 

Morphology 

Word length 

Concreteness 

Syllable count 

Word frequency 

Semantic context 

Neighbourhood effects 

 

Language mode 

Genre knowledge 

Reading proficiency 

Task-related expectations 

 

Text size 

Contrast 

Brightness 

Line length 

Eccentricity17 

Font type (style, size) 

 

Word frequency and contextual diversity are the variables of highest consequence for 

processing time (Zevin & Seidenberg 2002:5). The contextual diversity of a word is defined 

as the percentage of texts in which the word appears. The mind processes words with high 

frequencies or contextual diversity scores significantly faster than normal (Adelman et al. 

2006; Forster & Chambers 1973). Word frequency and contextual diversity are two sides of 

the same coin. The latter is gradually replacing the former because evidence has surfaced 

suggesting that the best way to measure how often a word is used is not by counting number 

of occurrences in relation to some time frame, but by attaining an estimate of the number of 

contexts in which it sees use (cf. Forster & Chambers 1973; Adelman et al. 2006; Plummer et 

al. 2014). These two variables demand a representative source corpus in order to be correctly 

estimated with respect to particular language user backgrounds (Brysbaert & New 2009:979). 

The choice of corpus for this study was the SUBTELXUS (Brysbaert et al. 2009). Regarding 

the choice of corpora, Brysbaert and New (2009) argues convincingly for the ascension of the 

                                                 
14 Concreteness is a term that relates to the properties of the noun: whether it is inanimate, animate or neither. 

Lexical access of concrete words has been shown to be faster in lexical decision tasks (Altaribba, Bauer, & 

Benvenuto 1999). 
15 Feedforward and feedbackward consistency was not included after careful consideration (Ziegler, Petrova, & 

Ferrand 2008:654). 
16 This may be hard to see with variables like word length and syllable length; however, even they could be 

discussed in terms of individual variation. A test informant might spell ‘dog’ with 4 letters (‘dogg’); but it is 

highly unlikely (especially with a test group consisting of university students), and syllable count may be a 

consequence of the dialect one speaks. The information in every mind is held to be unique (Section 2.3). 
17 Eccentricity is the distance between the launch site and the landing site (i.e. between the two fixation points) 

of a saccade in degrees. One degree’s eccentricity to the left thus implies one degree horizontal distance to the 

left of the focus point. Gaze behaviour has been shown to be a factor of this distance: high eccentricity (long 

distance) causes higher processing time in the coming fixation, and vice versa (Brysbaert & Vitu 1998:142). 
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newly compiled 51-million word corpus SUBTLEXUS over other English corpora, HAL, KF, 

BNC, CELEX, and Zeno (see Brysbaert & New 2009:980-981). SUBTLEXUS is a corpus 

compiled of English subtitles from U.S. films and TV-series viewed over the past century18. 

Neighbourhood effects arise between words with similar orthographic or 

phonological forms. The neighbours of a word are those words sharing in the majority of its 

orthographic or phonological composition: e.g. ‘cat’ and ‘can’; ‘Wayne’, ‘gain’ (Yarkoni et 

al. 2008:971). They are generally agreed to increase processing speed in visual word 

recognition (Andrews 1997; Carreiras, et al. 1997:858; Grainger et al. 2005; Van Heuven et 

al., 1998; Yates, 2009). Furthermore, the individual frequencies of a word’s neighbours 

constitute another variable that affects visual word recognition. Finally, cross-linguistic 

neighbourhood effects exist both for phonological and orthographic information; but in the 

case of the latter only within languages that share the same scripts (Van Heuven et al. 1998). 

The neighbourhood effect is believed to take place below the semantic level during bottom-up 

processing. BIA+ explains neighbourhood effects as a consequence of unusually large 

positive feedback to the letter and phoneme levels from the word level. This is due to an 

unusually large number of word nodes being excited by the selected nodes at those levels 

(Dijkstra & Van Heuven 2002; Van Heuven et al. 1998). The feedback accelerates the 

selection process at the word level because it allows the letter nodes to operate more quickly, 

and stronger connections19 between the letters and these word nodes accelerates the pace at 

which feedback is delivered between the word and letter levels. 

Yarkoni et al. compared the efficiency of the ON and OLD20 metrics20 in predicting 

behavioural variability in lexical decision task data as well as pronunciation performance data 

over monosyllabic, mono-, and multimorphemic words. They concluded that OLD20 is a 

better measure than ON for longer words because it is commensurate with word length. By 

‘commensurate’ is implied that as word length increases, so does the number of orthographic 

neighbours, according to the OLD20 metric (2008:974). 

Evidence from studies on English, Dutch, and French morphology suggests that 

singulars and plurals may be processed differently from each other, and after a fashion that 

reflects the base frequencies of the individual forms (Baayen et al. 1997; New et al. 2004). In 

English, this may also extend to words which have final-s in the singular (e.g. ‘sandals’) 

(Baayen et al. 1997). Some researchers also suspect that multimorphemic words like 

compound words may be responded to differently in behavioural data as well (New et al. 

2004:568). 

2.3.2 Eye-tracking 
Eye-tracking is a method of inferring what is happening inside an unknown system by 

examining the product of that system. People proficient in lip-reading can read what a person 

is saying judging by the way his or her lips are moving. They might not hear the spoken 

words, but they can access them indirectly, even if not completely. Because they know how 

words sound, they can reconstruct the message in sound using their imagination and if they 

know how the person’s voice sounds they can do this with even greater success. 

In eye-tracking based reading research, the experimenter is in the position of a deaf 

person using lip-reading since they do not possess any concrete knowledge about the 

processes driving lexical access. The weakness of eye-tracking thus lies in the uncertainty of 

what the gaze data means. Its strength lies in the spatial and temporal precision of the 

measurements (Roberts & Siyanova-Chanturia 2013:214). 

                                                 
18 80% of the material comes from productions dated 1990 and later. 
19 Higher neighbourhood frequency. 
20 Metrics of orthographic neighbourhood effects. 
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An eye-tracker measures saccades and fixations. A fixation is the act of locking the 

gaze on something. A saccade is the rapid jerk which moves the gaze about between fixations. 

Information processing is hypothesized to occur mainly during fixations, but processing 

during saccadic movements is also believed to occur and to serve the role of spatial updating 

– i.e. locating the next object at which to stop and fixate (Brysbaert & Vitu 1998; Rayner 

1998). 

Three traits are important in an eye-tracker when it comes to measuring saccades and 

fixations: temporal resolution, spatial resolution and gaze accuracy. Temporal resolution 

(designated in Hertz) is a measurement of the regularity with which the eye-tracker records 

new gaze data. Spatial resolution is a measurement of the eye-tracker’s ability to reliably 

reproduce the same gaze point measurement. Gaze accuracy is a measurement of the 

preciseness with which the two-dimensional coordinates of the gaze point are recorded on the 

surface of the stimulus (Holmqvist, Nyström, Andersson, Dewhurst, Jarodzka, & Van De 

Weijer 2011). Spatial resolution and gaze accuracy are measured in degrees. 

The gaze gathers information in three regions around the fixation point or gaze point: 

foveal, parafoveal, and peripheral (Rayner 1998). Vision is most acute in the foveal region 

which has a visual diameter of 2 degrees. The parafoveal region is important for processing 

structures at a distance of about 5 degrees around the gaze point (Rayner 1998). The 

information gathered in the peripheral region (region beyond the parafovea) determines the 

destination of a saccade prior to a saccadic leap (Brysbaert & Vitu 1998). The foveal region is 

the gathering point of the majority of the visual input used in lexical access and also the place 

one usually associates with the position of the reader’s mind relative to the text. However, the 

word within or closest to the foveal region must not be confused as being the structure going 

through lexical access. The fixation time reflects several processes: the sum of all information 

processing in all three regions, sense making processes of previously encountered 

information, and more (Rayner 1998:388). 

Eye-tracking data is not entirely indecipherable as far as signals go: patterns develop. 

For example, one will notice that a subsequent fixation to a word often is shorter than the 

preceding fixation. Thus one might generalize and say that this indicates some sort of 

information integration having taken place. Additional observations of the same sort may lead 

to the development of a metrics system. Reading measures developed in this way and were 

invented to capture the on-line processes associated with the gaze movements. In particular, 

reading measures ‘give the possibility to tease apart early and late processes of online reading. 

This means that both early and late effects of the experimental manipulation can be detected 

and examined separately’ (Roberts & Siyanova-Chanturia 2013:217). 

First fixation duration (FFD) is believed to reflect the results of the first processing 

phases during lexical access: more specifically, the time course of events up to the semantic 

level nodes, in addition to ‘early integration of information’. Because the right sense of a 

word usually is extracted after the person is finished reading all words of the sentence, the 

majority of semantic integration happens retrospectively, and so mostly after the first fixation. 

This part of word retrieval is reflected in the total reading time (TRT). FFD and TRT are 

respectively known as early and late reading measures (Roberts & Siyanova-Chanturia 

2013:217-219). 

To say that eye-tracking offers a more precise measurement of processing time than 

lexical decision or self-paced reading is an understatement. The scientific applications of eye-

tracking extend far beyond behavioural measurement. It is an excellent tool for measuring 

properties of eyesight and visuomotor factors (variables that influence eye movement). 

Examples of the former include studies of elusive phenomena such as microsaccades or 

acceleration and deceleration of saccades during line breaks in reading (Martinez-Conde, 
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Machnik, & Hubel 2004; Rayner 1998). The latter kind of knowledge is important for the data 

analysis section of this experiment. Information particularly useful for this experiment has 

been observations about eccentricity21, the increased processing (fixation time) for words near 

a line break hypothesized to occur because of saccadic planning, information related to 

skipping22, and the habit of the gaze to undershoot gaze landing sites after long return sweeps 

following line breaks (Brysbaert & Vitu 1998; Rayner 1998). 

Clear methodological standards are not yet developed for eye-tracking studies about 

non-selective access in sentence contexts. Spinner and Gass (2013) counsel consistency in 

stimulus design whenever possible. They showed, for example, how slightly changing the size 

on the font in which stimulus was presented caused different reading data to surface in two 

otherwise identical experiments (Spinner & Gass 2013:407). Other variables to consider 

include the maximum angular distance of a single line as presented on the monitor and the 

optimal position to present the critical word on the screen. Here, observations from Huey 

(1908:21) and Rayner (1998) regarding the tendency of readers to concentrate on the centre of 

a line more than on its peripheries suggest that placing the critical words closer to the centre 

of the screen increases the chance of them being fixated directly. Huey (1908:19) also notes 

that a clear separation between words in combination with large or pronounced letters 

facilitates reading because condensed lines of text require delicate eye-movements which 

have been shown to induce fatigue. This line of reasoning is consistent with the trivial 

observation that reading an isolated word is easier than reading an entire sentence, because 

there are no saccadic movements involved. The easiest text to read is therefore one where the 

lines cover a short horizontal distance and where words are clearly separated and written in as 

large a font as possible. 

2.4 Hypotheses 

From the beginning, the goal of the experiment was to replicate the experiment by van Assche 

et al. (2011) which put forward convincing evidence against the prediction made by BIA+ 

that semantic context places serious constraints on the degree of non-selective access in 

reading (Dijkstra & Van Heuven 2002:188). 

Furthermore, van Assche et al. (2011) investigated the role of orthographic overlap 

in cognate facilitation in non-identical cognates as predicted by the Van Orden equation (Van 

Assche et al. 2011; Van Orden 1987). Due to the logical flaws in this equation which have 

been brought to light elsewhere (Schwartz et al. 2007:113), this experiment wanted to put it to 

the test a second time. 

As a result, the following hypotheses were put forward for testing: 

 

1. Fixation times will be significantly lower for cognates than for controls. 

2. Fixation times will be significantly lower for cognates than for controls in both FFD 

and TRT data. 

3. Fixation times will be significantly lower for cognates than for controls in data from 

both High- and Low-constraint sentences. 

4. Higher orthographic overlap between a cognate and its translation equivalent (as 

calculated by the Van Orden equation) does not translate into greater degrees of 

facilitation. 

                                                 
21 Saccadic planning has been shown to be a factor of this distance (high eccentricity causes higher processing 

time in the coming fixation, and vice versa) as well as by linguistic factors (Brysbaert & Vitu 1998:142). 
22 Rayner (1998:387): “Words that are highly constrained by the preceding context are skipped more frequently 

[...] Short words are much more likely to be skipped than long words”. 
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If the results stand in support of Hypotheses 1 to 3, then the results of Experiment 2 in van 

Assche et al. (2011) will have been replicated with Swedish-English bilinguals. Consequently, 

the BIA+ prediction that semantic context constrains non-selectivity in later stages of 

processing will have been disproved (Section 2.2.4). Furthermore, validation of Hypothesis 1 

would at the same time argue against the cumulative frequency hypothesis since the cognate 

stimuli consisted entirely of non-identical cognates (Section 3.2.1). Finally, Hypothesis 4, if 

proved, argues against the validity of the Van Orden equation of orthographic similarity 

(Section 2.2.2). 

3. Method 

In order to investigate the effect of sentence context on non-selectivity in bilingual lexical 

access the experiment used a 22 factorial design, where non-selective access was 

operationalized as cognate facilitation and sentence context as sentence constraint. Two pilot 

studies were performed in advance. One to confirm that bilingual lexical access is non-

selective in Swedish-English bilinguals. A second to confirm that the sentence conditions 

used to modulate the variable sentence constraint were up to par with the demands on 

sentences’ ability to prime (or not prime) an embedded critical word. This was done with a 

lexical decision task (LDT) and a cloze test, respectively. The former attacked the matter of 

non-selectivity, and the latter, that of sentence constraint (cf. Duyck et al. 2007; Libben & 

Titone 2009; Schwartz & Kroll 2006; Van Assche et al. 2011). 

The main experiment was conducted using eye-tracking. The total data consisted of 

approximately 400 minutes of reading and eye fixation data gathered from 22 informants who 

were all Swedish-English bilinguals. 

3.1 Participants  

Thirty-one male and female students participated in the study. All participants were Swedish 

native-speakers speaking English as L2. Most started learning English between 6 to 8 years 

old. Self-reported proficiency levels in English ranged from 7-10 on a 1-10 scale with an 

average score of 8.6 (±1.3) across informants. No participant reported having been diagnosed 

with any kind of language disorder that might upset their data. All had normal vision. The 

first three participants were removed from the final analysis after revisions in the stimulus 

presentation related to line spacing (see Section 3.4). The data of another 6, which were 

intended as a monolingual control group, were removed. The final number was thus 22 (19 

female, 3 male). 

3.2 Materials 

The stimulus material was designed for the purpose of comparing processing time of cognate 

and non-cognate words in high- and low-constraint sentences. A scenario where this becomes 

possible would require a substantial enough number of measurements and informants for 

effects to be quantifiable on both an individual and a group level. It would also require 4 

separate blocks of test trails so that each lexical variable has a chance to interact separately 

with each context variable: i.e. a 22 factorial design. Following previous studies, 30 trials per 

block were deemed enough to generate statistical power and at the same time keep the test 

proportions on a manageable level for the informants (Altaribba et al. 1996; Duyck et al. 

2007; Libben & Titone 2009; Pivneva et al. 2014; Schwartz & Kroll 2006; Van Assche et al. 

2011; Van Hell & De Groot 2008). The stimuli consisted of 162 sentences, of which 120 were 

critical sentences, 32 comprehension questions, and 10 practice sentences. The critical 

sentences were divided into 4 blocks of 30 sentences each: (1) a high-constraint-cognate 
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block, (2) a high-constraint-control block, (3) a low-constraint-cognate block, and (4) a low-

constraint-control block. 

3.2.1 Critical words  
There were two groups of critical words: cognates and controls. Cognates were defined as 

words whose translation equivalent in the target language was a near-identical match in terms 

of semantic, orthographic, as well as phonological composition. So for instance, ‘circle’ and 

cirkel are cognates in this sense as they share the same meaning and have closely similar 

spelling and pronunciation. The same holds true for ‘apple’ and äpple, ‘hand’ and hand, 

‘network’ and nätverk, ‘sandals’ and sandaler; i.e. they are all Swedish-English cognates. The 

semantic component was considered more important than the rest. Thus the basic or most 

prominent meaning was required to match for cognates and their Swedish translation 

equivalents. Primary meanings of words were best retrieved from dictionaries and hence the 

cognate and its translation equivalent were always dictionary listed words in their respective 

languages, and the same requirement naturally extended to the English control words as well. 

Dictionaries were chosen for their authority on the languages. The orthographic similarity of a 

cognate and its translation equivalent was 0.3 or higher as calculated by van Orden’s word 

similarity measure (Van Orden 1987). For phonology there was no specific criterion. A total 

of 60 cognates were selected in this way. 

Care was taken so that there would be no complete overlap in orthographies between 

cognates and their Swedish translation equivalents. The main reason for this was that the 

study strongly wanted to avoid a scenario where the bilingual informants moved between 

bilingual states in a manner similar to that described in the Language Mode hypothesis 

(Section 2.2.2). Since the purpose of the study was to test cognate processing in an L2 setting, 

it seemed appropriate to take special caution with any variables that might alter the 

circumstances of the language setting, and according to this hypothesis, identical cognates 

may do so (Van Hell & Dijkstra 2002:782). Thus the word filter whose spelling is identical in 

English and Swedish was denied a place in the stimulus since it might provoke a shift of 

activation away from L2 in informants, as were all other form identical cognates like symbol 

or motor.  

The critical words were organized into pairs consisting of a cognate and a control 

word. In order to control for the influence of variables other than cognate status, the statistical 

profiles of the members in a cognate-control pair overlapped as much possible in the ELP 

database. The word frequency, contextual diversity, orthographic Levenshtein distance 

(OLD), phonological Levenshtein distance (PLD), orthographic neighbourhood frequency 

(OLDF), and phonological neighbourhood frequency values (PLDF) were adjusted to be as 

close as possible within a pair, while word length and number of syllables were identical.  

The match-making process of cognates and controls in ELP was performed by 

inserting the statistics of the cognate conditions into the search query one condition at a time. 

By specifying on an interval which values were allowed for which variable, the database was 

able to retrieve a list of words with behavioural characteristics very similar to those of the 

cognate word. For instance, if ‘apple’ was the cognate in need of a control word, then the 

profile of ‘apple’ was used to define where the boundaries of those intervals should lie for its 

individual control word. The word selected as the control out of every list was the one with 

the highest degree overlap relative to the cognate and its values across all eight variables. 
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Table 2. Percentage values for how much similarity there was between the cognate and the control in a cognate-

control pair with regards to the eight psycholinguistic variables which account for the most variance in data 

collected from reading studies. Displayed in the columns of the table are the means for the differences WFcog – 

WFctrl and CDcog – CDctrl as well as the quotients OLDmin/OLDmax, PLDmin/PLDmax, and so on, calculated for the 

entire group of cognate-control pairs, as well as the corresponding means calculated separately for high-

constraint and low-constraint sentence conditions. 

Variable: WF CD OLD PLD OLDF PLDF W-length S-length 

HC pairs ±3.0 ±2.7% 92.9% 95.8% 93.2% 94.3% 100% 100% 

 LC pairs ±2.6 ±1.9% 94.6% 94.3% 94.9% 95.1% 100% 100% 

     Average       ±2.6 
 

±2.1% 93.7% 95.1% 94.0% 94.7% 100% 100% 

 

There were also some general criteria that applied to all critical words (see summary in 

Appendix A). The length of critical words ranged from 4 to 7 letters long, and no word 

contained more than two syllables. Of the total number of cognate-control pairs, 16 pairs 

consisted of 4-letter words, 23 pairs of 5-letter words, 16 pairs of 6-letter words, and 5 pairs 

of 7-letter words. Concerning restrictions to word morphology, plural forms as well as words 

that normally appear in the plural (e.g. jeans, sandals, trousers, etc.) were avoided. The 

critical words were concrete nouns and there were no homographs or homophones in the 

stimuli. 

Word frequencies varied between 0.5 to 100 occurrences per million in the 

SUBTLEXUS. The rate of occurrence of ‘you’ in the SUBTLEXUS is approximately 36,000 

times per million words, and by comparison ‘ship’ occurs only 99.8 times. In the context of 

the experiment, ship was a high frequency word, however. The decision was made not to 

include words with frequencies higher than a hundred per million because word frequency is 

such a strong predictor of processing speed that it might be difficult to notice the effect of 

cognate facilitation in pairs with robust word frequency (Forster & Chambers 1973; Brysbaert 

& New 2009:978). The roof on frequency still created a relatively open language environment 

since common English words like ‘dude’, ‘clock’, ‘glass’, and ‘ship’ made the critical words 

without any problem. Just to ensure that the frequencies used did not vary drastically from 

one corpus to another, they were checked a second time in the HAL corpus. Regarding the 

choice of corpus, the SUBTLEXUS frequency norms are particularly well-suited for shorter 

words (3-7 letters) and movie subtitles have been found to represent everyday usage with a 

higher level of accuracy than corpora based on books and newspapers (Brysbaert & New 

2009:979-981). However, corpus limitations made it necessary to eschew nouns which often 

are used as proper nouns or appellations, like ‘Angel’ and ‘King’, including some genre 

frequent words and, more specifically, ones from movie subtitles (e.g. doctor, gang, police, 

etc.). Their reported frequencies are higher than usual in the SUBTLEXUS (Brysbaert & New 

2009:985). All names were intentionally non-Scandinavian and non-biblical, e.g. ‘Rasheed’ 

and ‘Corey’, so as to avoid identical forms which could cause informants to shift between 

language modes. While an effort was made to avoid identical cognates, some were 

inadvertently included (‘student’, ‘lunch’); others, a necessary evil (the preposition ‘in’). On 

the same note, data from the pair ‘farm-milk’ was removed because the researcher did not 

realize that ‘farm’ also is a word in Swedish. 

Another necessary precaution was to ensure that critical words were consistent in their 

spelling and pronunciation across the major English dialects. The reason for this was that 

depending on dialect preference, the behavioural statistics of dialect dynamic words will vary 

from individual to individual, leading to situations where pairs occur like ‘medal-blade’ 

which are balanced to speakers of American English (AmE) but not British English (BrE), 

since ‘medal’ is dialect dependent. Other dialect dependent words are ardour (‘ardor’ in 
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AmE) as well as ‘rider’ and ‘writer’, which are homophonous in AmE but distinguished 

between in BrE (Bauer 2010:62; Yavaş 2011:60). The variables for which this becomes an 

issue are OLD, OLDF, PLD, and PLDF. 

Van Orden’s orthographic similarity measure was used to calculate the orthographic 

similarity between the English-Swedish cognates and their translation equivalent in Swedish 

(Van Orden 1987). The cognates were then divided into groups with high and low 

orthographic similarity. The division into high and low orthographic similarity was defined by 

the mean orthographic similarity for the entire group of cognates, which was 0.6, and all 

scores under 0.6 were classified as low orthographic similarity and those above 0.6 as high. 

3.2.2 Sentence stimuli  
A well-written and coherent text primes the mind for upcoming content while we read 

(Rayner 1998:383; Schwanenflugel & LaCount 1988). This implies that the information that 

is about to be communicated by the upcoming text lines already has been signalled 

beforehand by special contextual cues. Hoey (2005) identified eight sources of priming at 

work in verbal communication. In its design of low- and high-constraint sentences, this 

experiment manipulated two of these: collocational priming and semantic associative 

priming23 (Hoey 2005:13). Collocational priming, in scientific terms, refers to a rise in the 

activation levels of words that are collocations of the processed word. Collocations are words 

which frequently occur together in texts (Yule 2006:239). For example, the words ‘mom’ and 

‘dad’ are collocations, as are ‘bread’ and ‘butter’. Semantic priming refers to the type of 

priming that occurs when two words are semantically related to each other. The first priming 

type was achieved by placing collocates of the critical word antecedently in the sentence, and 

the second by introducing lexical cues to semantic associations related to the critical word, 

also in preceding position. For example, in the sentence “Pythagoras spun the stone around so 

that it drew a circle in the air”, ‘circle’ is primed for collocation by the presence of the 

lexemes ‘stone’ and ‘draw’, as well as by the structure ‘to spin around’. It is also primed for 

semantic association because ‘Pythagoras’ acts as a reference to geometry (Hoey 2005:64). 

Sentences with high-constraint contexts were contrived by maximizing the incoming 

priming from these two priming subtypes, i.e. collocational priming and semantic association. 

It was important to ensure that the environment before the critical word instilled the priming 

effect on the critical word and not the one after because one of the reading measures used, 

first fixation duration, does not take into account the reading that happens after the first-pass 

of a critical word. Admittedly, some readers may glance at the various parts of a sentence 

before they start reading just to get an idea of the text before them; thereby making use of 

priming later in the text to read the critical word. In general, however, reading in a left-to-

right script starts directly to the left and therefore the stimulus was designed with this in mind. 

Context constraining strategies that work via collocational knowledge were prioritized over 

semantic priming for the reason that integration of semantic information is believed to happen 

during late reading measures and not be active in early measures. Priming achieved solely 

through semantic association or logical entailment strategies (‘Pythagoras’ priming circle, 

‘Thirteen plus thirteen’ priming ‘twenty-six’) is not enough in theory to cause priming in 

early reading measures, i.e. first fixation duration (Rayner & Pollatsek 1989). Regardless, a 

balance was maintained in every sentence between the two kinds of priming.  

Collocational priming was employed with caution because it is a skill-based 

condition. For example: the sentence “LeBron initiated an aggressive attack on the basket.” 

requires knowledge about sports registers in order for the reader to be able to link ‘initiated’, 

                                                 
23 BIA+ supports a lexical (collocational), semantic, and syntactic (colligational) definition of priming. However, 

due to lack of a good method for manipulating colligational priming, the experiment resorted to just two forms. 
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‘aggressive attack’, and ‘LeBron’ to ‘basket’; whereas in the sentence “This Easter, Junior 

had nothing to carry eggs in so mother wove him a picnic basket of straw.”, no such 

specialized genre knowledge is required since the collocates of the critical word ‘basket’ are 

constituents of colloquial speech. The tendency was therefore to accommodate sentences from 

basic registers to ensure that the sentences would be priming to learners of all backgrounds. 

Four corpora with the potential to search for collocations were used to determine the 

most frequent collocates for each critical word while within a semantic context where those 

words normally are distinguished (Google Books American, Google Books British, COCA, 

and BNC). In other words, the critical word and its collocates needed to be linked by a 

particular set of semantic associations in addition to being collocates. So the verbs ‘to be’ and 

‘to have’, while frequent collocates of most nouns, were not regarded as stronger sources of 

collocational priming than say ‘to catch’ for the word ‘fish’ in spite of the verb not co-

occurring with ‘fish’ as frequently as the main verbs. Collocates that topped the chart in every 

corpora were selected as sentence material from which the high-constraint sentences then 

were built. Collocates were typically content words or expressions. If a critical word was 

polysemous, then only collocates of the sense of the word that was intended for use in the 

stimulus served as sentence material. For example, in the case of ‘purse’, which can mean 

both an object and the action of closing something (i.e. ‘a bag’ or ‘purse your lips’), ‘to carry’ 

was regarded as a collocate as adverse to ‘lips’ because the intended sense was ‘a-bag-like 

object’ (cf. ‘to purse one’s lips’). Vice versa, a low-constraint context was established by 

minimizing priming from collocates and semantic associations to the critical word. The 

sentence ‘In class that day, the boys were talking about an insect that apparently was very 

dangerous’ is an example of a low-constraint sentence because ‘insect’ is under significantly 

less priming from semantic association and collocates than ‘circle’ in the example in the 

penultimate paragraph. 

There were two sentences per cognate-control pair, leading to a total of 120 sentences. 

The cognate condition was embedded inside one of the sentences within a sentence pair, and 

the control word inside the other. Sentence stimuli were designed with a corresponding 

preceding syntactic structure, as well as word and grapheme count, for both members of a 

cognate-control pair. The number of words preceding the critical words was closely similar as 

well. In the part of the sentence that comes after the critical words in the running text, word 

count and grammatical composition was similar between pairs but above all short (2 to 3 

words). Which syntactic structure ended up being chosen for a specific word usually 

depended on the verb chosen to go with it, which by itself was decided with the help of 

corpora and followed the same selection procedure described earlier for collocates. The same 

was also true about which cognate-control pairs got placed in which sentence condition: those 

in which both words had a strong affinity to a certain verb in the corpora were better for 

creating high-constraint sentences because verbs are the centre of a sentence information 

structure and thus carries a special role in contextual priming (Ellis & Frey 2009:473). Phrase 

structure grammar was used to define syntactic similarity and to create syntactically identical 

sentence pairs. Accordingly, the two sentences ‘On deck, Jones untied the ropes before taking 

a ride in his boat in the morning’ and ‘At the cinema, Cynthia looked at her ticket to find the 

number of her seat before the show’ were regarded as syntactically identical. All critical 

words were embedded in a sentence context and did not stand in sentence-final position. 

Words preceding the critical words had the same length in both sentences of a sentence pair, 

give or take 2 letters. In addition, it was matched for syntactic category, though only 60% of 

the time in high-constraint sentence pairs, but 93% of the time in low-constraint sentences. 

Finally, preceding words were not allowed to be cognates or homographs. A maximum of 15 

words were allowed before critical words in sentences. 
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Table 3. This table displays some of the general properties of sentence stimuli: words per sentence, graphemes 

per sentence, the mean word frequency per million of the critical word (SUBTLEXUS) in each sentence, and the 

average cloze test score (standard deviations in parentheses). ‘HC’ stands for high-constraint sentences; ‘LC’ for 

low-constraint sentences. 

Sentence properties: Words/sentence Graphemes/sentence 
Critical word 

WFSUBTLEXUS 

HC block 16 72 31.92 

LC block 16 70 22.58 

 Difference in # of words Differences in # of graphemes  

HC pairs ±1.1 5.1  

LC pairs ±1.1 3.9  

Cloze test scores: Sentence constraint 

Word type               High-constraint                              Low-constraint 

Cognate                0.87 (0.09)                              N/A 

Control                0.86 (0.08)                              N/A 

 

The average number of words per sentence was the same in both the high- and the low-

constraint sentence blocks, and the average number of graphemes also near equal (see Table 

3). The average difference in number of words within sentence pairs (cognate-control) was 

1.1 words in sentence pairs from the high-constraint and low-constraint categories. The 

average difference in graphemes was 5.1 and 3.9 in the high-constraint and low-constraint 

conditions respectively. Twenty-four out of thirty sentences out of the high-constraint 

condition had complete syntactic overlap up to the point of the critical word, compared to 

twenty-eight out of thirty sentences in the low-constraint condition (see summary in Appendix 

B). 

Regarding cloze probability (Section 3.5), no cloze test was performed for the low-

constraint context as it did not require any significant level of priming and the way they were 

designed made it extremely unlikely for words to be guessed correctly in a cloze test in the 

first place. The cloze probability score of high-constraint sentences was roughly 86% with 

cognates and 87% with controls. 

3.3 Apparatus 

The eye-tracker model used was a Tobii T120 equipped with a 17" stimulus presentation 

monitor. The experiment ran on two synchronized computers: one running the software that 

was being presented on the monitor, the other running the software that controlled the eye-

tracker during calibration. Stimuli were presented using Eprime v. 2.0. The stimulus computer 

communicated with the Tobii T120 eye-tracker with the help of Eprime extensions (v. 6.0) for 

Tobii eye-trackers. Both computers ran Windows XP Professional 5.1 as it optimized the 

synchronization between the computers and the eye-tracker. The stimulus computer was 

manufactured by Hewlett-Packard and used an AMD Athlon 64 X2 Dual Core Processor 

4200+, 1022 MB RAM, and DirectX 9.0c. The computer running the eye-tracker software 

was a Hewlett-Packard with a 2.4 GHz Intel Core 2 Quad Q6600 processor and 3568 MB 

RAM. 

3.4 Procedure 

Prior to the live session all informants received a formulary with instructions. These 

instructions included a request not to be wearing mascara, as well as the importance of 

keeping stray hair away from the eyes and not shifting their seat out of position during the 

experiment. Informants were greeted in Swedish when they arrived and asked if they had any 

questions about their task before the session started. If the informant had no questions, they 
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were asked to be seated in front of the eye-tracker which was located in a sound-proof 

chamber. The informant was seated 60 cm from the eye-tracker monitor and the eye-tracker 

was calibrated so it was synchronized to the informant’s vision. If the informant’s hair or 

eyelashes interfered with the eye-tracker’s projection on the retinas then this was fixed in the 

calibration stage. If the informant had dark, melanin rich eyes, then the test chamber’s internal 

lighting was left on during the live session as well as during calibration; otherwise it remained 

off. Before starting the experiment, informants were reminded not to alter the distance 

between the chair and the monitor after the experiment went live. The informant was then 

given a computer keyboard with a forward-button to move forward between sentence slides, 

and two buttons for answering ‘yes’ or ‘no’ to comprehension questions. In order not to create 

a focus on memorization, all informants were reassured that comprehension questions could 

be answered easily as long as they had read the sentence once, after which they were told that 

it was time to start the experiment and the researcher moved to close the door.  

The experiment began with the informant reading 10 practice sentences after an 

instruction slide recounting how to use the keyboard for interaction. A cross symbol appeared 

in the middle of the screen and remained there for 800 ms between each trial. The sentence 

stimuli were presented in black text, Courier New, font size 15, on a light-grey background 

and with mono-spacing and central alignment. Three letters subtended an angle of 1° at a 60 

cm distance from the eye-tracking monitor. Caution was taken so that font and font size 

corresponded to the most frequent choices for these variables in past reading studies during 

the design of the present stimulus (Spinner & Gass 2013:393). In the majority of the trials, the 

critical word in a sentence appeared close to the centre of the screen so that it would receive 

fixations. The text lines were presented on screen with at least a 2 separation from the edge 

of the monitor. Each line of text was separated by double-spacing or an angular diameter of 

approximately 2 so that it would be easy to discern which words in which lines were being 

fixated. In addition, sentence trails were presented in random order. Approximately one 

quarter of the trails were followed by a comprehension question. The experiment took on 

average 17 minutes to complete. After the experiment finished, the informant signed a 

document stating that they had participated in the experiment and that they had received their 

compensation. 

3.5 Pilot studies 

Two pilot studies were performed in preparation of the main experiment (Appendix C). The 

first was a lexical decision task and the second a cloze test. Both are frequently incorporated 

as pilot studies in eye tracking-research (cf. Van Assche et al. 2011). The purpose of the 

LDT24 was to replicate the cognate facilitation effect with the current test population (here, 

Swedish-English bilinguals). A cloze test25 was used to gauge the predictability of individual 

words in sentences as part of the operationalization of the variable ‘semantic context’. Each 

informant only participated in a single experiment. Informants were between the ages 18 to 

30. 

                                                 
24 A lexical decision task (LDT) is a response-based paradigm for studying language processing. LDT data is 

reaction times (RT). The informant’s task is to react as quickly as possible to linguistic stimuli by pressing a 

button. RT data can be used to draw inferences about how the brain processes different linguistic structures. 
25 The cloze test is a fill-in-the-gap test that measures success in manipulating sentence constraint in terms of 

how often the critical words of sentences are guessed correctly. The basic idea is that a percentage score is 

calculated across informants and compared to the standards connected with the three accepted levels of sentence 

constraint: low, medium, and high. As outlined in Schwanenflugel and LaCount, low-constraint lies at 43-47%, 

and high-constraint at 61-100% (1988:345). However, today’s reading studies (including this one) prefer to place 

low-constraint sentences at a 0-5% level of predictability (Libben & Titone 2009; Van Assche et al. 2011).  
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10 Swedish-English bilinguals performed a lexical decision task on a 2.7 GHz 8GB 

RAM dual-core Intel Core i5 processor laptop and formed a separate group of informants. 

The stimulus (designed in PsychoPy v. 1.82) was presented in black Courier New, font size 

15 against a black background. Between trials, a gaze attractor appeared at the centre of the 

screen for 800 milliseconds to re-fixate the gaze in preparation of the next trial. Informants 

were instructed to indicate whether the word showed in each trial was English or not by 

pressing ‘Y’ for ‘yes’ and ‘N’ for ‘no’. For a right-handed person, the index finger would lie 

on ‘Y’ and the ring finger on ‘N’ and both keys lay in the same plane. The stimuli were the 

same cognate-control pairs that were used in the eye-tracking experiment and 60 non-words 

abiding English phonotactics and retrieved from the ELP database (Balota et al. 2007). The 

result of an unpaired t-test (two-tailed) showed significantly faster reaction times for cognates 

as compared to control words (t = 3.01, p < 0.01). The mean reaction time for cognates and 

controls differed by 45 milliseconds (tcog = 659, tctr = 704). The respective standard deviations 

were sdcog = 130 and sdctr = 270. Data tokens more than two standard deviations away from 

the mean were discarded as outliers. 

10 Swedish-English bilinguals performed the cloze test. The cloze test design 

integrated the assumption that the text on the left acts as the source of the majority of the 

contextual priming a critical word receives in reading (Rayner 1998:387). Therefore the gap 

was always the last element of every sentence. This entailed removing phrase structures lying 

immediately after the critical word of sentence stimuli. Because these phrase elements had to 

be included in the main experiment, they were manipulated to ensure that they did not add 

extra priming. High-constraint sentence stimuli were required to have 61% or higher 

predictability and low-constraint sentences below 5%. The high-constraint sentences for 

cognates and controls had a mean predictability score of 87% and 86% respectively. As for 

how the data was evaluated, the expected word contributed with a positive predictability ratio. 

Synonyms of the correct alternative were treated as correct answers within reason. It is a fact 

of usage that some synonyms are used by one group of people while others are used by a 

different group of people as a consequence of how and where languages are acquired 

(Wolfram & Schilling-Estes 2006:139). For example, informants answering ‘practice’ instead 

of ‘clinic’ when the expected answer was ‘private clinic’ were presumably feeling the 

influence of the same priming structures as those that answered ‘clinic’. Since Swedish 

learners of English receive input from multiple dialects at once, it is extremely likely for 

informant in such situations to be equally familiar with both words (Söderlund & Modiano 

2002). 

3.6 Data analysis 

The eye-tracking method revolves around the assumption that fixation data from reading 

translates into processing. An actual data analysis revolves around allocating fixations to 

linguistic structures and comparing the resulting fixation statistics. Theoretically, this is 

equivalent to dividing the total time it takes the brain to finish reading a text over different 

stages of the text and using the time discrepancies between those stages as estimates of their 

relative difficulty levels which then can be used to form an understanding of how different 

variables affect language processing (cf. Table 1, Section 2.3.1). 

On the drawing table, organizing fixation data appears to be a matter of assigning 

fixations to their closest lying words: the word being looked at is the one being read. 

However, in practice this reasoning falls short of the mark and for two reasons: 1) spill-over 

effects, and 2) individual reader variation (Rayner 1998). 

A single fixation consists of the processing of several linguistic structures. In other 

words, between the fixations of two adjacent words, the fixation of the second word is inflated 
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by processing from word one because lexical access in reading is spread out across fixations 

(Rayner 1998:388). The spill-over from adjacent words makes organization difficult because 

no one fixation can be said to represent the access of a single word, which in turn 

compromises a methodology based on the idea that the word nearest to the fixation is the one 

being processed. As Rayner concludes: ‘any single measure of processing time per word 

[emphasis added] is a pale reflection of the reality of cognitive processing’ (1998:377). 

Second, readers vary in reading proficiency (Rayner 1998:373). So while one person 

fixates words in a sentence one by one, another may skip the greater number of the words on a 

line and only fixate one or two structures. The fast readers naturally present problems for this 

experiment which relies on stops in the shape of fixations to judge when and how a person is 

reading. 

Had these obstacles not existed, allocating fixations would still present a major 

challenge as visuomotor factors such as eccentricity and a text’s visual characteristics, which 

among other things determine fixation landing paths, also complicate analyses of eye-tracking 

data (Brysbaert & Vitu 1998; Rayner 1998:386). 

The logic of mapping fixations leaves a great deal open to interpretation. Several 

authors have taken it upon themselves to develop guidelines for eye-tracking studies of 

reading (Brysbaert & Vitu 1998; Drieghe et al. 2004; Rayner, Sereno, & Rayney 1996). 

Previous studies of bilingual lexical access in reading do not describe methodology in detail 

(Altaribba et al. 1996; Duyck et al. 2007; Libben & Titone 2009; Schwartz & Kroll 2006; Van 

Assche et al. 2011; Pivneva et al. 2014). However, descriptions are vital as eye-tracking 

methodology directly affects the outcome of the experiment. The results may differ 

dramatically between an experiment which carelessly organizes fixations to critical words and 

one with an ascribed method. 

The first section begins by explaining how the data analysis software was utilized to 

perform the analysis. The method for allocating fixations to critical words is then described. 

Lastly, it gives an account of how skipping was handled statistically and as a definition 

(Rayner 1998:387). The second section briefly describes the statistical analysis part of the 

experiment.  

3.6.1 Eye-tracking analysis 
The data consisted of 2640 data tokens of which it took approximately 200 hours to perform a 

complete analysis. In the analysis, the researcher adhered to a few basic caveats issued by 

experienced eye-tracking researchers (Rayner 1998:376; Rayner & Pollatsek 1989). The time 

span for what counted as a fixation lay between 50-800 milliseconds, relatively similar to the 

range that was used in previous studies about bilingual reading in the paradigm (Libben & 

Titone 2009:384; Miwa, Dijkstra, Bolger, & Baayen 2013:8; Pivneva et al. 2014:789; Rayner 

& Pollatsek 1989; Van Assche et al. 2011:96). Furthermore, TRT latencies longer than 2 

seconds were also removed from the analysis (a total of 3). 

The eye-tracking software Tobii Studio v. 3.2.1 used to perform the analysis consists 

of an interactive layout for editing recordings and drawing “areas of interests” (AOI’s) around 

the visual stimulus for which one wishes to retrieve gaze statistics (see Figure 7). After 

assigning an AOI around the coordinates of a critical word, a time interval is specified in 

which Tobii Studio should retrieve gaze data within the area of the AOI. The statistics of the 

critical word then become accessible. 

A separate player view enables the playback of live gaze animations. Fixations appear 

as red dots on the screen, and saccadic movements as thin red lines. At any given moment of 

the recording, it is easy to judge both the direction in which the gaze is travelling as well as 

which fixation happened last (and how long it was) with the help of a replay function (Figure 

8).  
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Figure 7. The AOI viewer shows the AOI of the control word ‘stable’ in a low-constraint sentence condition. 

The AOI is the teal-coloured elliptic. The blue tubular area at the bottom is the recording’s timeline. The two 

teal-coloured pebbles mark the time interval. This time interval conforms in size to the time span the informant 

was reading this specific sentence in at when the session was recorded. 

 

The data analysis was performed by combining the functionalities of the AOI viewer and the 

player. AOI’s were drawn by determining all the fixations which theoretically could be 

associated with a critical word using live gaze movements of each informant in the player 

view (see Figure 8).  

Pre-emptive drawing of AOI’s using general shapes was attempted and encountered a 

number of problems. In comparisons, the number of fixations the general AOI’s assigned to a 

critical word and the number of fixations N associable with the same critical word in the 

player view often conflicted (i.e. NAOI ≠ N). If fixations were missing from the reported AOI 

statistics, the AOI’s had to be redrawn to capture the missing fixations. Furthermore, where 

NAOI equalled N there was no guarantee that the fixations F1, F2, ..., Fn were the same set of 

fixations as those in N. It was concluded that there is no way to generalize an AOI shape for 

capturing reader fixations of critical words because too many variables are involved26. 

After redrawing AOI’s manually in the way that just described, the NAOI was double-

checked with respect to the N-value of the player for all the critical words. 

 

                                                 
26 In way of emphasising how important manually defining the AOI’s was for the final results, it can be said that 

the number of data tokens with skipping initially was very high because a general AOI size was used for all 

informants. To solve this, a ‘larger’ AOI drawing technique was adopted. The success of the subsequent 

technique was mirrored in the decrease of skipping tokens; and manually redrawing all AOI’s while evaluating 

the gaze in the player led to an even greater number of correct fixation captures still. 
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Figure 8. The player view allows you to track the exact coordinates of gaze movements almost down to the 

millisecond and thus makes for a reliable reference when drawing AOI’s in the data analysis. Above, the fixation 

associated with the access of ‘milk’ (critical word’) lies on the final ‘e’ in ‘the’. In this study, the AOI was 

expanded so that it covered this fixation, if it, as in this case, could be motivated as being a case of parafoveal 

processing (see below). 

 

Figure 9 illustrates the four different types of AOI editing used while trimming critical word 

data (left image). Cases (a) and (b) involve adapting AOI’s to include eligible fixations by 

decreasing and increasing their size. Cases c and d involve judging whether a word is fixated 

or not.  Each editing type is accompanied by a real-life example where AOI editing of the said 

kind was warranted, as well as how that was performed in Tobii Studio (right image). 

The first example covers fixations which were believed to be the result of the long 

saccadic movements that are induced by shifting lines (return sweeps). Visuomotor factors of 

this kind come into effect with high eccentricity (when two consecutive fixations are 

separated by large horizontal distance). Specifically, this invites a high likelihood to 

“undershoot” the landing site (Brysbaert & Vitu 1998). Furthermore, Rayner also notes that 

‘small corrective movements of the eyes to the left of the target generally follows 

undershooting’ (1998:375). As is apparent in Case (a), the gaze falls short of the intended 

landing site – which often lies a little to the left of the word if the eccentricity is high (Rayner 

1998:386) – leaving behind the trace of a fixation before moving to the intended location. 

This consistently occurred prior to return sweeps in a handful of the informants, always 

yielding a fixation of 67 milliseconds (sampling rate error rate = 8 milliseconds). It seems 

reasonable to argue that the fixation in Case (a) and fixations like it serve no processing 

purpose beside that of locating the start of the next line (which does not count as lexical 

access) (Rayner 1998:375). In other words, the fixation was excluded from the AOI based on 

the belief that visuomotor factors rather than linguistic factors had caused it (Brysbaert & Vitu 

1998). 
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Figure 9. The four types of AOI editing used to retrieve the gaze data for the critical words: (in order) return 

sweep editing, AOI resizing, and skipping and spatial updating. The gaze direction is from left to right. 

 

The second example is of AOI’s which failed to include the relevant fixations by virtue of 

being too small. Such cases were resolved by increasing the radius of the AOI until all the 

desired fixations fell inside the AOI field (see Case b in Figure 9). Similarly, in cases where 

the AOI included too many fixations due to for example the reader undershooting a new line 

(like in Case a), then the radius of the AOI was decreased. 

Cases (c) and (d) in Figure 9 depict the strategy for deciding whether a word was 

skipped or not. Case (c) shows a case of true skipping where very little processing of the word 

‘bread’ is believed to have occurred based on the knowledge that the sentence condition is a 

high-constraint condition, so its activation level should already be high, as well as information 

about the leftward fixation, which is relatively far away from the AOI of the critical word (to 

the left of ‘f’ in ‘fresh). Case (d) shows an example of false skipping, in this particular 

instance prompted by visuomotor factors due to the fact that the critical word is the last word 

of the line (Brysbaert & Vitu 1998; Rayner 1998:375). The AOI is moved to cover the place 

where the processing of the word took place, on top of a one-letter word. Since shorter words 

normally receive fewer fixations, this is likely to be the place where lexical access of ‘sheep’ 

occurred (Rayner 1998:387). 

Case (c) also shows a peculiarity in the saccadic movements of the informants upon 

completing a sentence. The gaze moves in anticipation of a fixation cross which will appear 

as soon as they press spacebar to call the next stimulus. After ‘made’ is fixated, the gaze 

moves slightly to the north of ‘bread’ and closer toward the centre of the screen. Critical 

words like ‘bread’ which were situated near the centre were in jeopardy of receiving fixations 

associable with the fixation cross (both at the start and the end of the trail). To prevent spatial 

updating from confounding the data, all AOI’s were assigned to start collecting data 500 ms 

after a sentence trial was presented and 500 ms before the point of ending. These intervals 

could be adjusted further when necessary.  
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Figure 10. Optimal conditions for the “one-word-one-fixation” strategy of eye-tracking analysis; a slow reader 

(small saccades) moving between words of the text in a pronounced fashion (very rare). 

 

Skipping was defined as access via priming as opposed to access via visual input (i.e. defined 

by a psycholinguistic distinction amenable to the connectionist theory of the experiment). As 

argued before, lexical access proceeds from visual input to word recognition. The same theory 

supports that recognition occurs via priming (Dijkstra & Van Heuven 2002; McClelland & 

Rumelhart 1981), and for simplicity’s sake, that route to accessing the word sense became the 

definition of skipping because skipping is a notoriously complicated aspect of analyzing eye-

tracking data (Rayner 1998:377). Some studies additionally define skipping as parafoveal 

access via visual input, but then the problem remains of how to account for the processing of 

critical words skipped in this fashion (since processing clearly happened) when there is no 

explicit fixation time to which to refer. In this essay (Case d in Figure 9), the fixation time of 

the antecedent word was used for the critical word itself in parafoveal access; especially if the 

antecedent was a function word, since they generally require marginal processing time 

compared to content words (Libben & Titone 2009; Rayner 1998:375-387). However, 

because it is impossible to be sure if a skipped word was processed via the traditional route 

from visual input to word representation or not, skipping remains highly problematic and it is 

hard to argue why one data analysis method should be better than another. 

Access-via-priming skipping did not count as ‘0 millisecond’-values in the analysis 

but as the average minimum FFD across informants so as to avoid having the data 

confounded by extreme outliers27. Overall, the access-via-priming and the non-zero data 

alternatives were believed to be the best solutions to skipping for this study, first because it 

investigated lexical access, and so all instances of lexical access in critical words should 

somehow be accounted for; second, the spill-over effect is ubiquitous in reading, so a rigid 

‘one-word-one-fixation’ mindset is unrealistic in the first place (hence the distinction between 

access-via-priming and access-via-visual-input and the use of the former as a definition of 

skipping); third, because the skipping data was important for answering the hypotheses put 

forward by the study. Skipping is especially common in high-constraint contexts (Balota, 

Pollatsek, & Rayner 1985:364; Rayner 1998:377), and empirical evidence of greater skipping 

of cognates as opposed to controls has also surfaced recently (Van Assche et al. 2011:97). As 

Rayner comments on processing data of individual words, ‘disregarding skipping altogether 

does not solve the problem because the word is clearly processed’ (1998:377). 

Re-readings were treated with care as they generally add a lot of fixation data to 

critical words which is redundant or even perilous for the testing of the hypotheses of this 

                                                 
27 The FFD and TRT categories incorporated skipping data tokens as single fixations of 85 milliseconds. 
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particular experiment. Redundant, because cognate facilitation most likely occurs no matter 

how many times you reread a sentence. Perilous, because it is possible for cognate facilitation 

to disappear from the data of sentences where rereading occurs on the second or third reading 

since the information gained by rereading composes a form of top-down effect or priming that 

very well may work in similar ways to how contextual priming works. Furthermore, rereading 

conflicts with how reading was defined by this study. People generally read each sentence of 

a text once. If the amount of rereading is disproportionally large in the data, it may ultimately 

confound the results of the experiment as different informants will have contributed with 

different styles of reading. 

Sometimes the rereading is necessary to understand the material – a regression – 

strictly unproblematic, being a general ingredient of reading (Rayner 1998:375; Roberts & 

Siyanova-Chanturia 2014:218). But it can also be done with a purpose to memorize the text. 

Hence at least two different forms of rereading exist which require closer inspection: one is of 

a general kind; the other characteristic of certain reading styles. Only the latter kind could 

logically be excluded to not violate the definition of reading used (Section 2.1.1) which had 

its base in comprehension (viz. recognizing the semantic roles of arguments in a text and the 

grammatical relations that last between them), rather than memorization or other less frequent 

inducements to rereading like fatigue (which create another kind of pattern that is not 

representative of the general case). 

Two kinds of rereading related to memorization could be identified. One was signified 

by a quick second reading of the entire sentence, another by conscious gaze movements to 

certain words followed by dwelling in one place. The first is a form of rereading used when 

we feel a need to articulate a sentence in our heads with the right prosody to make the 

sentence sound fluent (cf. the inner voice of reading, Huey 1908:117). This is apparent from 

how high-constraint sentences are better primed than low-constraint sentences and thus on a 

regular basis are processed more fluently as the informants read them; taking much less time 

to complete. It can also be used to memorize words in sentences which are more doused in 

semantic information than others, which typically is the reason why high-constraint sentences 

sometimes receive more attention than low-constraint sentences (a consequence of priming 

sentences lexically and semantically is that the level of semantic information increases). The 

second kind is believed to have been used to prepare for a comprehension question28, because 

certain key players in each sentence and the way they are grammatically related were being 

studied rather than read. 

Excluding these two forms of rereading from stimulus trials (where it was needed) 

generally involved removing all but the first 4-10 seconds of reading since the average 

reading time for a sentence condition was around 6 seconds. 

3.6.2 Statistical analysis 
Linear mixed-effects analysis was performed based on the following considerations: 1) 

psycholinguistic research probabilistically conceives language users and stimulus words as 

constituents of random populations (Pivneva et al. 2014; Van Assche et al. 2011), 2) linear 

mixed-effects models account for fixed and random effects in data (SAS 2015:6126), and 3) it 

accommodates for missing values in the data frame such as might surface from human or 

technical errors during experiment sessions (Nezlek 2015). 

Two general assumptions were consequently posited in relation to the data: 1) the data 

were linearly related to unobserved multivariate normal random variables, and 2) they 

followed the normal distribution (SAS 2015:6050). The linear mixed models took the form:  

 

                                                 
28 The comprehension questions to the stimuli can be found in Appendix B. 
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(1) R = Xβ + Z𝛾 + ϵ   where, β, 𝛾, and ϵ were the fixed, random, and    

unknown random effects matrices respectively. 

 

In other words, the reading time Ri for a critical word Wi as read by an informant Ii was 

influenced by 1) fixed variables: Word Type (i.e. whether it is cognate or control) and 

Sentence Type (i.e. whether it is a low- or high-constraint sentence), 2) known random 

variables: within-informants and within-words variation, and 3) unknown random variables 

(viz. those not controlled, cf. the controlled psycholinguistic variables in 3.2.1). 

Random effects were predicted within subjects and items (the effect of Sentence Type 

would vary depending on the individual reader, and so on and so forth), and hence it was 

deemed necessary to integrate both random slopes and random intercepts. To reduce the type 

I error rate, as many random slopes as possible were included in each model (Barr, Levy, 

Scheepers, & Tilly 2013:257)29. 
Linear mixed models were fitted to the data in R (R Core Team 2012) using the Lme4 

library (Bates 2005; Bates, Mächler, Bolker, & Walker 2014). A total of four models were 

fitted: two main models with FFD and TRT as the dependent variables and which included all 

the data points, and two separate models of FFD and TRT which included cognate data only. 

The main models calculated the effects from cognate facilitation and semantic context on the 

data from the respective reading measures. The other two estimated the effect of orthographic 

similarity. 

Word Type (cognate or control) and Sentence Type (high- or low-constraint) were 

incorporated as fixed effects with the interaction term in the two main models. Random 

intercepts were implemented by item and by subject. Random slopes were implemented by 

subject for the interaction between Word Type and Sentence Type. By item, random slopes 

were added for Sentence Type.  

In the remaining two models, Orthographic Similarity and Sentence Type were 

incorporated as fixed effects and random slopes and intercepts with the interaction term. 

Significance estimation of the experiment’s fixed effects was done by referencing 

their respective t-values. The experiment committed to a two-tailed hypothesis testing design 

with a 95% confidence interval and thus counted fixed effects with t > 2 as being significant 

and vice versa (Baayen, Davidson, & Bates 2008:398). 

P-values were calculated via a likelihood ratio test of a null model and an alternative 

model which included the fixed effect of interest (Pinheiro & Bates 2000). 

4. Results 
Mixed-effects analysis (Table 4) revealed a strong Word Type effect with cognates having 

significantly faster reading times than controls as demonstrated by lower means on both FFD 

and TRT measures (FFD: b = -4.2, SE = 2; TRT: b = -14.2, SE = 7.1). This effect was 

significant in both high- and low-constraint sentences [FFD: t(1, 2581) = -2.05, p = 0.04; 

TRT: t(1, 2565) = -2.00 , p = 0.03]. 

 

                                                 
29 Word Type was not added for items as each item in the experiment was restricted to being either a cognate or 

a control word, however, one could make an argument for the inclusion of random slopes for word type in items 

since cognate status theoretically takes the shape of a continuum, although this would require that each critical 

word be graded in terms of semantic, phonological, and orthographic overlap, which was not the case here 

(Lemhöfer & Dijkstra 2004:536). 
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Figure 11. The figure shows the mean and standard error for each individual condition in early (FFD) and late 

(TRT) reading measure data respectively. Reading time is displayed milliseconds. 

 

Sentence Type yielded a significant effect as well. High-constraint conditions had shorter 

reading times for critical words than low-constraint ones, reflected by FFD and TRT statistics 

(FFD: b = -7.1, SE = 2.2; TRT: b = -28.4, SE = 5.6). Sentence Type was also a much stronger 

predictor of reading time than Word Type overall [FFD: t(1, 2581) = -3.31, p < 0.01; TRT: 

t(1, 2565) = -5.00, p < 0.01]. 

No significant interaction between Word Type and Sentence Type was found in either 

reading measure [FFD and TRT |t| < 2]. 

 
Table 4. Results of Mixed-Effects Models for FFD (N = 2581) and TRT (N= 2565). 

FFD Fixed effects a b Std. Error t-value  p-value    2 

    

  
 Intercept                     

 

 

209 

 

6.3 

 

33.07 

    Word type -4.2 

 

2.0 

 

-2.05 

 

  0.038 4.30 

 Sentence type -7.1 

 

2.2 

 

-3.31 

 

  0.001 10.46 

 Interaction -0.4 2.1 -0.20 

 

 

     Ns  

TRT Fixed effects      

    

  
 Intercept                    

 

 

322 

 

12.9 

 

24.91 

    Word type -14.2 

 

7.1 

 

-2.00 

 

  0.03 4.85 

 Sentence type -28.4 

 

5.6 

 

-5.00 

 

 

  2e-05 21.46 

 Interaction -0.3 

 

7.1 -0.04 

 

     Ns  

a Random slopes were excluded for items in order to enable the FFD model to converge. 

 

Orthographic similarity as measured by the Van Orden index (Table 5) showed no significant 

effect on reading time in FFD [FFD: t(1, 1292) = -1.04, p = 0.11]. A weak trend was found for 

TRT: t(1, 1284) = -1.46, p = 0.11]. 
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Table 5. Van Orden Index: Results of Mixed-Effects Models for FFD (N=1292) and TRT (N=1284). 

FFD Fixed effects b Std. Error t-value  p-value   2 

    

  
 Intercept                    

 

 

197 

 

7.4 

 

26.48 

    OS -4.9 

 

4.7 

 

-1.04 

 

   0.11 4.40 

 Sentence type 15.3 

 

5.7 

 

2.67 

 

  4e-04 12.52 

 Interaction 8.7 5.8 1.49 

 

 

     Ns  

TRT Fixed effects      

     

 
 Intercept                    

 

 

278 

 

16.2 

 

17.16 

    OS -15.1 

 

11.0 

 

-1.46 

 

   0.11 4.40 

 Sentence type  58.1 

 

18.6 

 

3.13 

 

 

   2e-05 24.52 

 Interaction  16.0 

 

17.1 0.94 

 

     Ns  

 

There were 60 occurrences of skipping in total: 32 in high-constraint sentences containing 

cognates, 15 in high-constraint sentences containing controls, and three in low-constraint 

sentences containing cognates. 

The mean percentage over how often comprehension questions were answered 

correctly was high (92±4.8%). 

5. Discussion 
This experiment had four hypotheses: Hypothesis 1 stated that fixation times would be lower 

for cognates than for language-unique words; Hypothesis 2 stated that cognate facilitation 

would be present in early and late reading measures; Hypothesis 3 stated that cognate 

facilitation would be present in high- and low-constraint sentence data; and Hypothesis 4 

stated that the Van Orden index is not a predictor of cognate processing time.  

Statistical analysis of the data confirmed all four hypotheses for this test population 

of bilinguals. Processing was significantly faster for cognates than for language-unique words 

in all variable groups (FFD: t = -2.05; TRT:  = -2.00). Specifically, cognates in a high-

constraint context had the fastest mean processing time, followed by control words in a high-

constraint context, and the condition with the third lowest processing time was cognates in a 

low-constraint context (cf. Figure 11). This pattern extended to both the FFD and the TRT 

data and also reflected the result of the mixed-effects analysis which showed Sentence Type 

to be the biggest predictor of processing speed followed by Word Type (cf. Table 4). 

Furthermore, it also mirrored the conclusions reached in the research area as a whole 

regarding the relative strengths of the effects (Libben & Titone 2009; Pivneva et al. 2014; 

Rayner 1998; Van Assche et al. 2011:97). Finally, judging by the high scores on the 

comprehension questions, readers appeared to have read attentively. Informants answered 

correctly about 9 out of 10 times. 

The fact that Hypothesis 1 was validated offers a high likelihood that cognate 

facilitation occurred in this group of Swedish-English bilinguals. This in turn suggests that the 

test population accessed words non-selectively in reading, and it also indicates that non-

selective access occurs with non-identical cognates (not just identical ones) by virtue of all the 

cognate data having been gathered using only non-identical cognates.  

Evidence of non-selective access in non-identical cognates is interesting mainly for 

two reasons. First, it renders the theory that cognate facilitation may be a byproduct of 

cumulative frequency less feasible since cumulative frequency is theorized to arise in 

situations where words in different languages share the same word node by virtue of having 

the same orthography, which clearly cannot be the case for non-identical cognates and their 

translation equivalents. However, the finding does not refute that cumulative frequency may 
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be the cause of the increased facilitation observed in identical cognates as compared to non-

identical cognates. Indeed, it suggests that bilinguals may strengthen the weights of word 

nodes through the positive feedback generated by the continual non-selective access of words 

with similar form in different languages. Such events would explain the increased facilitation 

observed in identical cognates, since the strengthening of weights would be more intense for 

identical cognates due to an increase of positive feedback from the letter level caused by the 

complete orthographic overlap between the cognate and its translation equivalent. On this 

point, others have argued similarly (Lemhöfer et al. 2004:602-603). This theory seems 

reasonable by comparison to the cumulative frequency hypothesis which supposes that 

identical cognates help their translation equivalents accumulate use as an effect of sharing the 

same orthography, ergo the same word node. It could be argued that identical cognates do not 

share word nodes with their translation equivalents due to the fact that they do not share the 

same phonology even though their orthographies are the same (Wolfram & Schilling-Estes 

2006; Yavaş 2011). Word phonology plays an important role in how a word is accessed 

during visual word recognition (Dijkstra & Van Heuven 2002; Yates 2009). With this in 

mind, basing the criterion for shared word nodes solely on identical orthography is illogical, 

since the information on the levels leading up to the word node consists in orthography and 

phonology. This is argued according to the theory of BIA+, which is local and not distributed.  

In confirming Hypothesis 2, the data suggests that non-selectivity is continuous 

during bilingual lexical access. In other words, non-selective processing seems to have 

occurred in early and late processing within this test group as reflected by the improved 

processing speeds for cognates in both FFD and TRT data. 

As for Hypothesis 3, the strong presence of cognate facilitation in high- as well as 

low-constraint sentence data suggests little to no effect from semantic context on the degree 

of non-selectivity observed in reading. This finding adds to the results by van Assche et al. 

(2011) and Pivneva et al. (2014), neither of which could report any significant effect from 

semantic context on non-selectivity. Design-wise, this experiment controlled phonological 

effects on the dependent variable and used the SUBTLEXUS corpus for frequency estimates. 

By comparison, the other two studies used the much weaker frequency norms of CELEX and 

separate from word frequency only controlled orthographic neighbourhood size, word length, 

and syllable count. Another metric for neighbourhood effects was also used: the current study 

using the more reliable one (Yarkoni et al. 2009). Since neither of the two studies mentions 

the length of their critical words, the amount of variance that went unaccounted for as a result 

of this error cannot be estimated (Yarkoni et al. 2009). However, one must presume that the 

successful calibration of orthographic neighbourhood size; in addition to the inclusion of 

phonological neighbourhood effects (along with neighbourhood frequency, contextual 

diversity, and more reliable corpus estimates) provided this experiment with better 

circumstances for measuring a response in Word Type. This may be the reason why Duyck et 

al. (2007), who used the same method for controlling critical words as Libben and Titone 

(2009), Pivneva et al. (2014), and Van Assche et al. (2011), did not register a Word Type 

effect with non-identical cognates. It also compromises the results by Schwartz and Kroll 

(2006) severely since they were based on the Kučera and Francis (1973) frequency norms 

(Schwartz & Kroll 2006:201; Schwartz et al. 2007:129) – which explained a very low 

percentage of the data variance during corpora comparisons made in Brysbaert et al. 

(2009:981). 

Importantly, the validation of both Hypothesis 2 and Hypothesis 3 suggests that 

semantic context does not impose any kind of restriction on bottom-up driven non-selective 

activation. If it did, then the effect of Word Type would in all likelihood have disappeared in 

the TRT data portion of the high-constraint sentence data since top-down feedback from 
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semantic context is hypothesized to ensue in the later stages of lexical access which the TRT 

measure commonly is taken to reflect (Roberts & Siyanova-Chanturia 2014:219). Since the 

effect of Word Type was significant in early and late processing data over both low- and high-

constraint sentence conditions, there is no evidence that suggests the occurrence of a drop in 

non-selectivity as a consequence of the semantic context anywhere in the data. Thus, the data 

rejects the predictions of BIA+ that semantic context exerts top-down influence on non-

selectivity which causes activation of non-target language word nodes to diminish. In doing 

so, it also supports the findings of van Assche et al. (2011) and Pivneva et al. (2014). 

Some of the earlier studies whose data conflicts with those by the current study fall 

short of contemporary expectations on experimental design (Libben & Titone 2009; Pivneva 

et al. 2014; Schwartz & Kroll 2006). Libben and Titone (2009) used sentence stimuli with a 

relatively low cloze test score in their high-constraint condition (cf. Libben & Titone 2009; 

Schwanenflugel & LaCount 1985:345). As noted in van Assche et al. (2011), this implies that 

their stimuli tested the effect of medium-constraint sentences and not the intended high-

constraint one, thus possibly explaining their incongruent result that cognate facilitation did 

not occur in high-constraint sentence data for late processing. The result was speculative as 

Pivneva, Mercier, and Titone (2014) encountered cognate facilitation in that condition in an 

experimental set-up identical to the one used by Libben and Titone (2009). Pivneva et al. 

(2014:792) suggested that the lack of cognate facilitation may have been due to the 

comparatively high subjective proficiency levels of informants in Libben and Titone (2009) 

when juxtaposed to those of informants in their own study (Bultena et al. 2014). Interestingly, 

the informants from the current experiment also professed high proficiency levels yet cognate 

facilitation was still encountered in TRT. Furthermore, if one compares overall reading data 

in all three studies, one finds that they are slowest among informants in Libben and Titone 

(2009), intermediate in Pivneva et al. (2014), and fastest in informants of this study. Even if 

one considers L2 reading speed to be more a reflection of general reading skills than a 

measure of L2 proficiency (Rayner 1998:392; Shaw & McMillion 2008:139; 2012:159), 

barring drastically different methods of analyzing fixation data in all three of these 

experiments (Section 3.6.1), it is still extremely unlikely that the difference in reading speed 

across the three of them was a consequence of the informants of this experiment being more 

skilled readers. All informants were university students of presumably the same age (Libben 

& Titone 2009:382; Pivneva et al. 2014:788). Furthermore, while the participants in this study 

along with those in Pivneva et al. (2014) were mainly under-graduate students; all participants 

in Libben and Titone (2009) were undergraduates. Based on background, there is no reason to 

suppose the reading difference in Pivneva et al (2014) and Libben and Titone (2009) is 

anything other than a sign of higher L2 proficiency in the former test group and not in the 

latter. The matter is almost assuredly a methodological error: either caused by participants 

having rated their own proficiencies in L2 (as argued here), or by the failure to manipulate 

sentence context (Van Assche et al. 2011:92). These arguments all seem to indicate that 

Pivneva et al. (2014) is wrong in assuming that proficiency is the reason no cognate 

facilitation occurred with high-constraint sentences in the study by Libben and Titone (2009). 

Rather, the data of Pivneva et al. (2014) constitutes just as strong evidence against the BIA+ 

prediction as this experiment and that by van Assche et al. (2011). Finally, the data in favour 

of the BIA+ prediction provided van Hell and De Groot (2008) may be compromised by 

virtue of being collected through a lexical decision task (Bultena et al. 2014). The weight of 

this data is thus considerably less than those of the reading studies that were performed in the 

eye-tracking paradigm but the study as a whole may constitute a more ecologically valid way 

of performing the pilot study that was done in this reading study and others of its kind in order 
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to confirm the presence of cognate facilitation in the source population prior to the main 

experiment. 

The eye-tracking instrument used to perform this experiment had a relatively low 

temporal resolution compared to the instruments employed in Van Assche et al. 2011, Libben 

and Titone (2009), and Pivneva et al. (2014) (roughly 4 times lower sampling rate.) In terms 

of data gathering capabilities, in a vacuum, this single fact possibly puts the latter studies 

above this one despite the better account of variance from other psycholinguistic variables 

gained by using the best the databases and corpora the field has to offer in way of behavioural 

control for this kind of study (Brysbaert et al. 2009; Yarkoni et al. 2009). Regardless, the 

method of analysis is arguably much more consequential for data quality (Section 3.6.1) and 

there is little – if any – discussion around this in most of the other reading studies about non-

selectivity. As Spinner and Gass note, clear methodological standards have not yet been 

developed in eye-tracking for placement of interest areas (2013:389). Thus it is important to 

declare the specific methodology used in the method section. The most common discussion 

relating to the eye-tracking involves handling of already finished data (e.g. whether or not 

skipping data was included in the analysis) (cf. Libben and Titone 2009, Pivneva et al. 2014; 

Van Assche et al. 2011). A final word about the apparatus in Libben and Titone (2009), 

however, is the use of a tower mount to secure the head of the reader (2009:382); which is 

less ecologically valid in comparison to a remote eye-tracker which allows free head 

movement, as was the case in this experiment. The other two studies did not specify which 

array they used for their instruments, which is unfortunate (Pivneva et al. 2014:788; Van 

Assche et al. 2011:97). 

In the stimulus design, this study did not recognize the importance of not placing 

critical words immediately before or after a sentence break (Brysbaert & Vitu 1998; Rayner 

1998). Because of this, the latencies of critical words in those positions were higher than 

normal. In scenarios where one of the members of a critical word pair was positioned 

adjacently to a break the data would thus be confounded. The exact number of pairs where 

this happened is unknown. Another issue was that words preceding critical words were not 

consistently controlled for word length and word class (cf. Libben & Titone 2009; Rayner 

1998). 

Regarding Hypothesis 4, data analysis revealed no significant effect of the variable 

Orthographic Similarity as estimated by the Van Orden equation (FFD: t(1, 1292) = -1.04, p = 

0.11; TRT: t(1, 1284) = -1.46, p = 0.11]. However, the weak trend in the result of the TRT 

model along with the results of previous studies suggest that cross-linguistic overlap likely is 

an important factor in predicting cognate facilitation (Duyck et al. 2007; Schwartz et al. 2007; 

Van Assche et al. 2011). It is possible that the effects would have been stronger in the data if 

the equation was modified to counteract some of its weaknesses (Schwartz et al. 2007:112-

133). 

An interesting side-result of this experiment was the implications of having non-

identical cognates as the source for all the data about non-selectivity. First, this refuted the 

cumulative frequency hypothesis stating that cognate facilitation could be a consequence of 

words in different languages sharing the same word node (Sanchez Casas et al. 1992). 

Second, it contradicted the prediction of BIA+ regarding the lack of cognate facilitation in 

non-identical cognates (Section 2.2.4). 

With regard to BIA+, by changing the parameters of the simulation from -0.13 to -

0.15 for feature to letter inhibition, and from 0.07 to 0.09 for letter to word excitation, it was 

possible to increase the effect from cognate facilitation in non-identical cognates, thereby 

creating a better simulation of the results (see Figure 12). The decreased activation level in the 

word node of the translation equivalent as a consequence of incomplete orthographic overlap 
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fits well with current empirical evidence of cognate facilitation being weaker in non-identical 

cognates (Duyck et al. 2007; Van Hell & Dijkstra 2002). Another way of resolving this issue 

could be by adjusting the feedback from the phoneme level. 

A more profound change, however, could be warranted if future research establishes 

reason to suspect that neighbourhood effects and non-selectivity may be explained as related 

aspects of the same variable, in other words form overlap. A distributed version of BIA+ 

would have the ability to explain language processing as an environment where the 

neurological boundaries between representations are diffuse and overlap, creating unique 

effects. This not currently possible with the local representational scheme used by BIA+ (cf. 

(Hinton et al. 1986:77; Rumelhart et al. 1986:47). A distributed explanation of the cognate 

facilitation effect is compatible with an explanation of cognate facilitation in terms of non-

selectivity, cumulative frequency, and neighbourhood effects, as it is able to explain all as a 

consequence of overlapping neural networks between words that share form and sense 

characteristics. In addition, it also supports the idea of cumulative frequency among non-

identical cognates. 

 

 

Figure 12. BIA+ simulation of cognate facilitation in non-identical cognates with weaker feature to letter 

inhibition and stronger letter to word excitation. This customized simulation caused faster recognition of ‘fish’ 

compared to the non-cognate critical word ‘soap’ (in addition to parallel activation of the Swedish word node 

‘fisk’), mirroring the results of this experiment (cf. Figure 6, page 18). 

 

In conclusion, this experiment confirmed the hypothesis that visual word recognition in 

reading in bilinguals proceeds by bottom-up non-selective activation and that top-down 

effects induced by the semantic context do not remove non-selective access in either early or 

late stages of lexical access (Van Assche et al. 2011). In harmony with the majority of the 

studies on non-selectivity of the past decades, this further suggests that our mind treats L1 and 

L2 words as if they were words of the same language during all types of language processing. 

As the present study showed, it is not unlikely for words to be accessed in that fashion during 

reading in bilinguals. 
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Appendix A 

4-letter 

pairs 
Length 

WFSUBTL 

(million words) 
OLD OLDF PLD PLDF Syll 

SUBTL 

CD 

Total# 

16 

hole 4 58.22 1.15 8.46 1.00 9.27 1 20.92% 
 

bear 4 57.41 1.00 9.05 1.00 9.49 1 17.88% 
 

          
boat 4 95.78 1.25 8.31 1.00 9.58 1 17.37% 

 
seat 4 78.78 1.00 8.40 1.00 9.38 1 29.12% 

 

          
belt 4 24.35 1.30 8.26 1.00 8.40 1 9.99% 

 
bowl 4 21.45 1.35 7.97 1.00 9.11 1 8.13% 

 

          
clan 4 4.10 1.40 8.24 1.30 8.70 1 1.49% 

 
bolt 4 6.88 1.40 8.31 1.35 8.35 1 2.69% 

 

          
pill 4 11.82 1.15 7.99 1.00 8.90 1 4.61% 

 
corn 4 14.22 1.20 8.43 1.00 8.73 1 4.80% 

 

          
fish 4 83.49 1.75 8.48 1.30 8.41 1 20.36% 

 
trip 4 82.39 1.45 7.98 1.10 8.30 1 28.21% 

 

          
flag 4 17.49 1.45 7.74 1.50 7.77 1 5.93% 

 
dust 4 23.84 1.40 8.05 1.40 7.92 1 9.67% 

 

          
knee 4 14.69 1.80 8.98 1.00 11.12 1 6.35% 

 
beam 4 8.73 1.50 8.49 1.00 9.93 1 2.77% 

 

          
menu 4 9.96 1.85 8.65 2.35 8.53 1 4.78% 

 
oven 4 8.88 1.60 8.56 1.85 8.08 1 3.95% 

 

          
milk 4 42.53 1.50 7.88 1.55 7.63 1 15.05% 

 
farm 4 30.04 1.55 8.62 1.60 8.84 1 8.71% 

 

          
rice 4 15.08 1.15 8.42 1.00 9.32 1 5.33% 

 
tent 4 17.49 1.00 8.677 1.00 8.78 1 5.31% 

 

          
ship 4 99.88 1.45 8.22 1.00 8.40 1 13.87% 

 
dude 4 99.43 1.55 7.96 1.00 9.00 1 18.85% 

 

          
swan 4 6.82 1.40 8.31 1.55 7.35 1 1.28% 

 
soil 4 7.78 1.55 8.08 1.20 7.89 1 3.47% 
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lamp 4 12.88 1.30 7.87 1.35 7.54 1 4.58% 

 
soap 4 15.20 1.50 7.92 1.00 8.46 1 6.14% 

 

          
wind 4 59.37 1.25 8.45 1.30 7.54 1 21.67% 

 
spot 4 61.57 1.45 8.12 1.45 8.14 1 24.19% 

 

          
wing 4 20.24 1.20 8.12 1.00 9.08 1 6.93% 

 
tail 4 23.90 1.20 8.20 1.00 9.07 1 9.79% 

 

          
5-letter 

pairs 
Length WFSUBTL OLD OLDF PLD PLDF Syll 

CD 

SUBTL  

Total# 

23 

trail 5 19.20 1.60 7.99 1.15 7.98 1 7.44% 
 

prize 5 22.39 1.75 7.72 1.20 7.40 1 8.76% 
 

          
sweat 5 21.86 1.70 7.87 1.55 8.54 1 10.29% 

 
wound 5 26.53 1.55 8.86 1.55 8.48 1 11.17% 

 

          
grass 5 16.78 1.55 7.46 1.15 8.11 1 6.56% 

 
brick 5 10.18 1.60 8.38 1.15 8.32 1 3.04% 

 

          
steak 5 16.24 1.65 7.92 1.00 8.48 1 6.20% 

 
sheep 5 13.43 1.60 8.229 1.00 8.54 1 4.67% 

 

          
sauce 5 15.59 1.75 8.09 1.10 8.15 1 5.87% 

 
beard 5 12.61 1.65 8.33 1.00 7.74 1 4.76% 

 

          
syrup 5 5.10 2.35 7.44 1.90 7.47 2 1.87% 

 
razor 5 6.88 2.00 7.19 1.75 7.33 2 3.00% 

 

          
apple 5 23.67 1.80 7.10 1.75 6.82 2 8.21% 

 
alien 5 17.43 1.80 7.64 1.85 7.41 2 3.8% 

 

          
photo 5 22.84 1.90 8.21 1.85 7.30 2 9.23% 

 
actor 5 26.33 1.90 8.49 1.75 8.04 2 6.84% 

 

          
salad 5 17.02 1.95 7.84 1.85 7.55 2 6.99% 

 
image 5 22.63 1.95 8.38 2.15 7.39 2 9.75% 

 

          
bread 5 28.33 1.55 8.27 1.20 8.61 1 10.75% 

 
plate 5 25.65 1.50 7.83 1.25 8.74 1 11.03% 

 

          
bride 5 24.22 1.55 7.78 1.20 7.97 1 7.61% 
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purse 5 19.760 1.500 7.544 1.350 8.169 1 8.01% 
 

          
coast 5 26.69 1.65 8.21 1.15 8.52 1 9.48% 

 
witch 5 27.65 1.50 7.84 1.20 8.81 1 5.66% 

 

          
fruit 5 21.73 1.90 7.68 1.60 8.33 1 8.52% 

 
wheel 5 27.06 1.90 8.17 1.65 8.14 1 10.15% 

 

          
mouse 5 19.12 1.55 7.60 1.45 8.06 1 4.77% 

 
saint 5 17.92 1.75 7.80 1.50 8.51 1 6.01% 

 

          
salve 5 0.57 1.65 7.88 1.75 7.86 1 0.24% 

 
chimp 5 3.00 1.65 7.44 1.80 7.66 1 0.68% 

 

          
screw 5 37.49 1.75 7.44 1.65 7.55 1 15.98% 

 
chest 5 40.98 1.75 8.03 1.65 8.04 1 14.03% 

 

          
guest 5 39.94 1.80 7.99 1.15 9.09 1 16.46% 

 
ghost 5 36.59 1.90 8.58 1.30 8.50 1 9.11% 

 

          
knife 5 46.80 2.15 7.96 1.50 9.02 1 18.71% 

 
guard 5 58.20 1.95 7.63 1.25 7.74 1 14.96% 

 

          
field 5 70.20 1.75 8.28 1.05 8.11 1 22.88% 

 
board 5 64.16 1.70 7.97 1.00 8.40 1 20.05% 

 

          
glass 5 60.71 1.75 7.50 1.50 7.81 1 21.95% 

 
smoke 5 65.43 1.65 7.87 1.55 7.46 1 22.45% 

 

          
clock 5 58.63 1.45 7.50 1.15 7.35 1 19.54% 

 
beach 5 56.63 1.45 8.00 1.15 8.72 1 15.39% 

 

          
cable 5 21.73 1.65 7.74 1.45 7.84 1 6.38% 

 
snake 5 22.35 1.60 7.98 1.40 7.52 1 6.27% 

 

          
shirt 5 46.37 1.70 7.75 1.50 8.16 1 16.69% 

 
nurse 5 44.98 1.80 8.11 1.65 8.04 1 13.31% 

 

          
6-letter 

pairs 
Length WFSUBTL OLD OLDF PLD PLDF Syll 

CD 

SUBTL 

Total# 

11 

blouse 6 5.33 1.90 7.17 1.85 7.33 1 2.23% 
 

sponge 6 6.71 2.05 7.57 1.95 6.52 1 2.71% 
 

          
bubble 6 8.00 1.70 5.88 1.50 6.76 2 3.48% 
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barrel 6 10.63 1.75 6.85 1.65 7.41 2 4.45% 
 

          

          
pepper 6 8.80 1.85 6.87 1.65 6.77 2 3.18% 

 
basket 6 13.18 1.75 7.10 1.70 6.63 2 5.10% 

 

          
rocket 6 11.84 1.60 7.07 1.65 7.18 2 3.43% 

 
stable 6 13.20 1.65 7.23 1.70 7.56 2 5.82% 

 

          
insect 6 3.16 1.70 6.78 1.80 7.44 2 1.30% 

 
robber 6 4.69 1.80 6.19 1.75 7.39 2 1.79% 

 

          
mobile 6 7.47 2.00 6.28 1.80 7.56 2 3.23% 

 
granny 6 8.43 1.95 6.90 1.80 7.22 2 1.70% 

 

          
hammer 6 12.47 1.90 6.56 1.55 6.89 2 4.70% 

 
locker 6 15.98 1.75 6.48 1.50 6.73 2 5.85% 

 

          
tongue 6 31.16 2.20 6.94 1.15 7.85 1 13.31% 

 
cheese 6 39.04 2.00 7.71 1.50 8.52 1 13.47% 

 

          
jacket 6 33.41 1.85 7.19 2.00 7.62 2 11.58% 

 
member 6 28.78 1.90 7.46 2.15 7.57 2 13.22% 

 

          
circle 6 21.51 2.25 7.20 1.85 7.10 2 8.21% 

 
shadow 6 21.18 2.25 7.28 1.75 7.51 2 7.44% 

 

          

clinic 6 14.00 2.40 7.09 2.10 7.39 2 4.30% 
 

degree 6 14.88 2.40 6.90 1.80 7.15 2 6.97% 
 

          
temple 6 17.55 1.95 6.96 1.95 7.02 2 4.88% 

 
forest 6 18.88 1.90 7.15 1.85 7.27 2 5.96% 

 

          
throne 6 8.65 1.90 7.29 1.50 8.12 1 2.77% 

 
sleeve 6 5.61 2.00 7.27 1.55 8.00 1 2.87% 

 

          
cousin 6 48.84 2.30 7.26 1.85 7.70 2 12.41% 

 
beauty 6 48.24 2.15 7.28 1.85 6.69 2 17.93% 

 

          
weapon 6 46.65 2.45 7.29 1.95 7.48 2 14.69% 

 
spirit 6 49.35 2.05 7.28 1.90 6.54 2 17.48% 

 

          
hanger 6 1.35 1.60 7.44 1.75 7.02 2 0.64% 
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zipper 6 2.82 1.85 6.78 1.85 7.021 2 1.41% 
 

          
7-letter 

pairs 
Length WFSUBTL OLD OLDF PLD PLDF Syll 

CD 

SUBTL  

Total# 

5 

witness 7 51.39 2.00 6.14 1.80 6.21 2 14.6% 
 

teacher 7 55.73 1.90 7.38 1.85 7.67 2 15.6% 
 

          
barrier 7 3.39 1.90 7.62 1.90 7.27 2 1.39% 

 
painter 7 6.75 1.80 6.95 1.80 7.03 2 2.29% 

 

          
concert 7 17.55 1.70 7.62 2.50 7.43 2 4.97% 

 
contest 7 18.78 1.80 7.74 2.40 8.22 2 5.96% 

 

          
weather 7 34.24 1.80 7.29 1.50 7.42 2 12.29% 

 
village 7 33.57 2.10 6.17 2.00 7.38 2 9.23% 

 

          
glacier 7 0.75 2.70 6.53 2.65 6.39 2 0.39% 

 
seaweed 7 1.73 2.75 6.26 2.80 6.04 2 0.73% 

 
Grand 

total         
60 

 

High-constraint 

Sentences 
    

glass - glas pepper - peppar fruit - frukt lamp - lampa bread - bröd 

0.94 0.88 0.78 0.73 0.68 

bride - brud guest - gäst flag - flagga hammer - hammare milk - mjölk 

0.68 0.68 0.67 0.67 0.67 

fish - fisk menu - meny circle - cirkel prize - pris boat - båt 

0.66 0.66 0.61 0.61 0.59 

cousin - kusin photo - foto wind - vind sweat - svett syrup - sirap 

0.57 0.57 0.57 0.56 0.56 

belt - bälte concert - konsert tongue - tunga shirt - skjorta coast - kust 

0.51 0.50 0.48 0.43 0.39 

weapon - vapen sauce - sås clinic - klinik wing - vinge witness - vittne 

0.39 0.33 0.34 0.33 0.23 

Average = 0.58     

Low-constraint 

Sentences 
    

salad - sallad barrier - barriär glacier - glaciär steak - stek insect - insekt 

0.90 0.85 0.85 0.82 0.77 

mobile - mobil rocket - raket bubble - bubbla swan - svan salve - salva 

0.77 0.75 0.74 0.72 0.71 

temple - tempel pill - piller grass - gräs jacket - jacka apple - äpple 

0.71 0.7 0.69 0.68 0.63 

knife - kniv blouse - blus throne - tron clan - klan knee - knä 

0.61 0.60 0.60 0.57 0.55 

mouse - mus rice - ris hanger - hängare ship - skepp hole - hål 

0.54 0.54 0.51 0.50 0.39 

clock - klocka field - fält screw - skruv weather - väder cable - kabel 
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0.38 0.37 0.36 0.33 0.29 

Average = 0.61     

Appendix B 

Cognate/High-constraint sentences Control/High-constraint sentences 

1. At the café, Roddy needed water since he seasoned 

his sandwich with some black pepper by mistake. 

1. This Easter, Junior had nothing to carry eggs in so 

mother wove him a picnic basket of straw. 

2. With each blow on the anvil, the smith tightened 

the grip on his hammer more and more. 

2. When the girl got to school, she realized she had 

forgotten the keys to her locker at home. 

3. After the man opened his mouth, the Pope placed 

the biscuit on his tongue and offered him the wine. 

3. While making breakfast, Mom saw a rat nibbling 

on the creamy cottage cheese and yelled at it. 

4. After dad turned off the lights, Kelly lit up the 

room with the desk lamp and started reading. 

4. Every morning before work, Maggie washes her 

face with hot water and soap then goes out. 

5. The bird had a broken wing from a cat encounter 

and could not fly any more. 

5. The dog wagged its tail happily as its owner came 

home from work that day. 

6. Josh’s doctor was not affiliated with a hospital and 

ran her own private clinic for people with migraine. 

6. Carla was a good student and had two engineering 

diplomas and a medical degree for her hard work. 

7. Many women prefer breast-feeding their babies 

because of the needed nutrients in the milk that infant 

formula does not have. 

7. You see few cows grazing on the pastures when it 

is milking hour on the farm and farmers bring the 

animals indoors. 

8. Brian wanted a matching suit and a tie for his 

straight collar shirt before the date. 

8. The patient took her blood test together with a 

caring nurse in a quiet chamber. 

9. The waiter came with a bottle of wine and poured 

up a glass for Stanley. 

9. People knew there was a fire burning since they 

smelled the smoke in the air. 

10. On deck, Jones untied the ropes before taking a 

ride in his boat in the morning. 

10. At the cinema, Cynthia looked at her ticket to find 

the number of her seat before the show. 

11. At her Facebook page, a friend asked Velvet to 

tag a photo from her album. 

11. At the Oscars gala, many wanted best lead role to 

go to award-winning actor Johnny Depp. 

12. The groom walked down the stairs after the 

wedding ceremony with the bride by his side. 

12. The woman carried her wallet and house keys 

around with her inside a small purse every day. 

13. A couple of slices a time, the baker spread the 

butter on the French bread he just made. 

13. With an elegant gesture, the waiter removed the 

napkin from the dinner plate on the table. 

14. The pianist rehearsed the music with the orchestra 

the night before the annual concert in Vienna. 

14. A sponsor from McDonald’s shook hands with 

the winner of this year’s eating contest at the festival. 

15. Pasta is readily served with a tomato and garlic 

based sauce on the Italian countryside. 

15. The old man calmly stroked his long white beard 

while reading the today’s newspaper. 

16. The party island is situated somewhere along the 

west coast about 50 km from Morocco. 

16. Blair’s new project is to hunt and burn a wicked 

old witch according to the Sun. 

17. Tropicana started out with juice from vegetables 

instead of fresh fruit before changing camps. 

17. The driver of the car steered with both hands on 

the wheel while on the phone. 

18. Pythagoras spun the stone around so that it drew a 

circle in the air. 

18. The tower faced the sunset and cast a tall dark 

shadow on the settlement. 

19. Iran is developing a nuclear weapon that 

threatens peace in the Middle East. 

19. His body was possessed by a holy spirit that gave 

him magical powers. 

20. Flying from the pole hoisted in red, white and 

blue, was the American flag in all its glory. 

20. When the vacuum cleaner exploded, the maid was 

covered in a cloud of dust from top to toe. 

21. Wary of the hurricane, officials issued warnings 

of rain and strong wind by the ocean. 

21. Putting the wig on his head, the man covered the 

mark of the bald spot his friend had noted. 

22. The boy with the bait net had just caught a 10-kg 

big fish all by himself. 

22. Roy’s vacation with the family was going abroad 

on a 70-mile road trip across Peru. 

23. Drinks were included in the price on the 

restaurant’s dinner menu every day of the week. 

23. The cakes were left to bake until brown inside the 

preheated oven for 50 minutes. 

24. While dressing, the preacher adjusted the buckle 

and tightened his belt in a mirror. 

24. To make the dip, the chef added chili and stirred 

together a mix inside a bowl with crème fraîche. 
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25. The scientist was surprised he got awarded, let 

alone nominated for, the prize of best discovery. 

25. The hikers were unsure where it led but followed 

the trail nonetheless until sundown. 

26.  Dripping wet, the athlete was about to wipe his 

forehead of sweat after hours of running in the heat. 

26. To prevent infection, the shooting victim had to 

get new bandages on the gun wound when they 

dirtied. 

27. She married her distant German cousin that she 

had not met before. 

27. Miss World was charming, graceful and a natural 

beauty that everybody voted for. 

28. Before allowed to testify, the court required an 

oath from the witness of the crime. 

28. In class, the student asked a question to the 

teacher about something. 

29. The hotel staff anticipated an appearance from 

their special guest who stayed in the suite. 

29. Mary’s face was white as if she had just seen a 

ghost walk around in broad daylight. 

30. The train driver ordered American pancakes with 

blueberries and maple syrup from the waitress. 

30. The judge shaved the hair off his face with 

shaving cream and a sharp razor before work. 

  

Cognate/Low-constraint sentences Control/Low-constraint sentences 

1. In the shade, Clarissa traded her hat for a blouse 

with very fine embroideries. 

1. In the summers, Jules tidies up the place with a 

sponge until it looks newly renovated. 

2. Rachel walked in the sun with her mobile dangling 

by her side on a string. 

2. They are going to spend some time with granny in 

the Caribbean this spring. 

3. At the station, the scientists compared the data 

from the glacier with that of last month. 

3. Along the shore, biologists looked for organisms in 

the seaweed from the ocean. 

4. In the evening, Ron could not see the barrier from 

the shore because it was too dark. 

4. In the morning, Megan was waiting for the painter 

to arrive since she needed to go. 

5. Before going for lunch, the secretary had to fix a 

new hanger for the boss. 

5. By calling for help, the man was able to close the 

zipper on his jeans. 

6. The boy wondered when it was time for the largest 

rocket of all to hit the night sky. 

6. The owners were sure they could afford a second 

stable too for the young and vulnerable. 

7. A fly got itself trapped inside a bubble while the 

family was busy bathing the kids. 

7. The furniture was limited to some chairs and a 

barrel in a corner to their great surprise. 

8. His mentor gave Nathan moral support while he 

created the jacket which became a new trend. 

8. The conflicts on the news convinced him it was 

good to become a member of the peace organization. 

9. After the mist cleared, the airplane left for the 

temple with some very important passengers on it. 

9. During the conference, Owen was unable to defend 

the forest with his arguments about renewable 

energy. 

10. The event personnel were aware that changes in 

the weather could create difficulties for them. 

10. Tourists were warned that the people in the 

village did not like strangers much at all. 

11. In class that day, the boys were talking about an 

insect that apparently was very dangerous. 

11. On the second night, they were scared by a 

robber that climbed in through the window. 

12. During intermission, the wife asked to get a small 

salad with shrimps and some chopsticks. 

12. After the break-up, the couple agreed to give back 

every image they had of each other. 

13. The artist teased the model about the way she 

carried the apple since it looked unattractive. 

13. The construction worker loved the theory that the 

boss was an alien because it was funny. 

14. The lad was clumsy and dropped the steak on the 

floor before even heating the stove. 

14. The parents gave up and bought a sheep for their 

daughter on her birthday. 

15. Walking out of doors, Diane admires the grass 

for being so green when the sun is out. 

15. In the workshop, Nigel weighed a brick to see if 

it was heavy enough for a door stop. 

16. The explorer put some salve on his nose to ward 

against mosquitoes as it got near bedtime. 

16. The zoologist was dreaming about her chimp 

friend Caranga from the national park in Congo. 

17. The nephew did not expect his aunt to buy a pink 

mouse for him to keep as a pet. 

17. The policeman had never heard anybody use the 

word saint before to describe his Rottweiler. 

18. In the airplane, the crew was looking all over the 

place for a screw the mechanic had lost during 

repairs. 

18. In the attic, the workmen cleared a path 

downstairs for a chest that needed to go all the way 

down to the bottom. 

19. The inspector saw the cable which the suspect 

was hanging on to from the balcony. 

19. The children handled the snake gently so they 

would not hurt any of its scales. 

20. The officer looked at the clock while waiting for 20. The team was on the beach where the tournament 
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the train to arrive. was going to be. 

21. The land owners conceded the field to the public 

to help with unemployment. 

21. One of the boys made a board of wood to be used 

while swimming. 

22. A lady in the entourage was kind enough to fix a 

hole in the guide’s outfit free of charge. 

22. The biggest scare of her life was when Elaine saw 

a bear in the dumpster outside her villa. 

23. Early in his life, Rasheed was part of a clan that 

played games over the internet. 

23. After rubbing her eyes, Cassie slid the bolt that 

locked the door before sitting down. 

24. The housewife put a pill in the coffee before 

serving the cups to her visitors. 

24. Casey liked to have corn in everything he cooked 

during the period of the harvest. 

25. On the way to the store, Corey was informed that 

his knee was in need of rest. 

25. While talking to a friend, the banker ran her face 

into a beam in the ceiling. 

26. For about two days, the teenagers had reused the 

rice to make whatever food they did. 

26. In the super market, the surfers returned the tent 

to buy something else instead. 

27. The biggest sensation at the Queen’s anniversary 

was the ship that came up the river. 

27. The fondest memory from Lloyd’s camping days 

was a dude scaring off a moose by himself. 

28. The camera crew began their Lake Victoria diary 

by shooting a swan in flight on Monday. 

28. The mayor inaugurated the build by throwing a 

handful of soil on the building site. 

29. The uncle knew he could squeeze into the throne 

in the mall since he had done it before. 

29. Bystanders reported that they got hold of the 

sleeve of the shoplifter before he got away. 

30. At the police academy, you usually used a knife 

made of wood in self-defense scenarios. 

30. While doing business, she was watched by a 

guard recruited from the special forces. 

  

Comparisons by property between the two sentence conditions: 

High-constraint sentences Low-constraint sentences 

Words/sentence:                                        16                   16                                     :Words/sentence 

  

Graphemes/ sentence:                               72                   70                              :Graphemes/sentence 

  

Critical word frequency:                          31.92                   22.58                    :Critical word frequency 

  

Total# of graphemes:                                4330                   4207                          :Total# of graphemes                           

  

Total# of words:                                        968                   955                                   :Total# of words                          

  

Similarity in terms of syntactic structure and lexical statistics within cognate-control pairs in: 

High-constraint sentences Low-constraint sentences 

Cloze test score: 0.87 (0.87 & 0.86 for cog/ctrl resp.)                   N/A                                   :Cloze test score 

  

Avg. difference #of words:                        1.1                   1.1                  :Avg. difference #of words                

  

Avg. difference #of graphemes:                5.1                   3.9          :Avg. difference #of graphemes          

  

#of pairs with closely resembling phrase struct.:     all all     :#of pairs with closely resembling phrase struct. 

  

#of pairs with identical preceding phrase struct.: 22/30 22/30 :#of pairs with identical preceding phrase struct. 

Comprehension questions: 

Cognate/High-constraint context Control/High constraint context 
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1. Was Roddy having a sandwich? 1. Did Junior's mom make a skirt? 

3. Did the Pope eat a biscuit? 3.  Was something nibbling on Mom’s cheese? 

10. Did Jones go for a swim? 10. Was Cynthia at the pharmacy? 

12. Were the bride and the groom walking down the 

stairs? 

12. Is the woman wearing her purse every day? 

14. Was the concert in Vienna? 14. Had the winner won a marathon? 

18. Was Pythagoras running around in circles? 18. Did the settlement cast a shadow on the tower? 

22. Did anybody help the boy catch the fish? 22. Was the family going on vacation to France? 

23. Were desserts included on the menu? 23. Was there a turkey in the oven? 

  

Cognate/Low-Constraint Control/Low-Constraint 

2. Was Rachel walking around with the mobile in her 

hand? 

2. Is it true they are going to Alaska? 

4. Was it morning when Ron was on the shore? 4. Was the painter waiting for Megan? 

5. Did the secretary fix the curtains? 5. Did the man close the zipper by himself? 

9. Was the airplane flying to a city? 9. Did Owen successfully defend the forest? 

14. Did he drop the steak from the window? 14. Was it the daughter that bought the sheep? 

16. Did the explorer put salve on the nose? 16. Was the zoologist dreaming about a friend? 

19. Was the inspector hanging on to a cable? 19. Were the children petting a goose? 

22. Did the lady give the guide a kiss? 22. Has Elaine found a bear in her dumpster? 

 
I. Italy, and the spring and first love all together 

should suffice to make the gloomiest person happy. 
VI. Events will take their course, it is no good of 

being angry at them; he is happiest who wisely turns 

them to the best account. 

II. If you surrender completely to the moments as 

they pass, you live more richly those moments. 

VII. A man who carries a cat by the scruff of the neck 

learns something he can learn in no other way. 

III. It is unexpected and somewhat inconceivable that 

less than three percent of Earth's water is fresh 

water. 

VIII. True silence is the rest of the mind, and is to the 

soul what sleep is to the body, nourishment and 

refreshment. 

IV. It was noon, lunch break, and the kids were 

playing to their hearts' content in the schoolyard. 

IX. Giving up fast food is the easiest thing in the 

world. I know because I've done it thousands of 

times. 

V. My formula for living is quite simple. I get up in the morning 

and I go to bed at night. In between, I occupy myself as best I can. 
X. Anyone can make money with a few simple 

ingredients and a little know-how. 
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Appendix C 

Cognate/High-constraint sentences Control/High-constraint sentences 

1. At the café, Roddy needed water since he seasoned 

his sandwich with some black __________. 

1. This Easter, Junior had nothing to carry eggs in so 

mother wove him a picnic __________. 

2. With each blow on the anvil, the smith tightened 

the grip on his __________. 

2. When the girl got to school, she realized she had 

forgotten the keys to her __________. 

3. After the man opened his mouth, the Pope placed 

the biscuit on his __________. 

3.  While making breakfast, Mom saw a rat nibbling 

on the creamy cottage __________. 

4. After dad turned off the lights, Kelly lit up the 

room with the desk __________. 

4. Every morning before work, Maggie washes her 

face with hot water and __________. 

5. The bird had a broken __________. 5. The dog wagged its __________. 

6. Josh’s doctor was not affiliated with a hospital and 

ran her own private __________. 

6. Carla was a good student and had two engineering 

diplomas and a medical __________. 

7. Many women prefer breast-feeding their babies 

because of the needed nutrients in the __________. 

7. You see few cows grazing on the pastures when it 

is milking hour on the __________. 

8. Brian wanted a matching suit and a tie for his 

straight collar __________. 

8. The patient took her blood test together with a 

caring __________. 

9. The waiter came with a bottle of wine and poured 

up a __________. 

9. People knew there was a fire burning since they 

smelled the __________. 

10. On deck, Jones untied the ropes before taking a 

ride in his __________. 

10. At the cinema, Cynthia looked at her ticket to find 

the number of her __________. 

11. At her Facebook page, a friend asked Velvet to 

tag a __________. 

11. At the Oscars gala, many wanted best lead role to 

go to award-winning __________ Johnny Depp. 

12. The groom walked down the stairs after the 

wedding ceremony with the __________. 

12. The woman carried her wallet and house keys 

around with her inside a small __________. 

13. A couple of slices a time, the baker spread the 

butter on the French __________. 

13. With an elegant gesture, the waiter removed the 

napkin from the dinner __________. 

14. The pianist rehearsed the music with the orchestra 

the night before the annual __________. 

14. A sponsor from McDonald’s shook hands with 

the winner of this year’s eating __________. 

15. Pasta is readily served with a tomato and garlic 

based __________. 

15. The old man calmly stroked his long white 

__________. 

16. The party island is situated somewhere along the 

west __________. 

16. Blair’s new project is to hunt and burn a wicked 

old __________. 

17. Tropicana started out with juice from vegetables 

instead of fresh __________. 

17. The driver of the car steered with both hands on 

the __________. 

18. Pythagoras spun the stone around so that it drew a 

__________. 

18. The tower faced the sunset and cast a tall dark 

__________. 

19. Iran is developing a nuclear __________. 19. His body was possessed by a holy __________. 

20. Flying from the pole hoisted in red, white and 

blue, was the American __________. 

20. When the vacuum cleaner exploded, the maid was 

covered in a cloud of __________. 

21. Wary of the hurricane, officials issued warnings 

of rain and strong __________. 

21. Putting the wig on his head, the man covered the 

mark of the bald __________. 

22. The boy with the bait net had just caught a 10-kg 

big __________. 

22. Roy’s vacation with the family was going abroad 

on a 70-mile road __________. 

23. Drinks were included in the price on the 

restaurant’s dinner __________. 

23. The cakes were left to bake until brown inside the 

preheated __________. 

24. While dressing, the preacher adjusted the buckle 

and tightened his __________. 

24. To make the dip, the chef added chili and stirred 

together a mix inside a __________. 

25. The scientist was surprised he got awarded, let 

al.one nominated for, the __________. 

25. The hikers were unsure where it led but followed 

the __________. 

26.  Dripping wet, the athlete was about to wipe his 

forehead of __________. 

26. To prevent infection, the shooting victim had to 

get new bandages on the gun __________. 

27. She married her distant German __________. 27. Miss World was charming, graceful and a natural 
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__________. 

28. Before allowed to testify, the court required an 

oath from the __________. 

28. In class, the student asked a question to the 

__________. 

29. The hotel staff anticipated an appearance from 

their special __________. 

29. Mary’s face was white as if she had just seen a 

__________. 

30. The train driver ordered American pancakes with 

blueberries and maple __________. 

30. The judge shaved the beard off his face with 

shaving cream and a sharp __________. 

 

          wook dake vake feek flup clum jold fike auga boky 

yock pawk baze doof zock saze cumpy phumb swaft tymph 

gight jight spaft skomp jolgy snaze adday scupy pluff gluff 

spawd dudge spiud huirk snump tweep murkt skeot jaunby gidway 

muffet buggek dooghy floazy frumdy dubbub muzzlo gympho scumdy sludgo 

glumpy puffix sylvad odaque dowgirl lumdrum piggugh clueeze skyjuck hubdown 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


